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Abstract

The work is oriented to develop models and simulations of electrical

power window regulator system, with the objectives to obtain improved

understandings of system behaviors and parameter influence. Under the

background that window regulator system is becoming a complicated

mechatronic system, simulation is more and more frequently utilized.

In this work, general simulations of mechatronic system on different

level are compared. Applications of simulating window regulator are

summarized and compared. Based on comparison, system simulation

with uniformed modeling language, VHDL-AMS, is chosen as method.

Before diving deeply into detailed modeling of window regulator sys-

tem, a highly abstracted analytical models is built up to study its dy-

namic behavior. Principally, the model has two degrees of freedom

and is formed in the way that two masses are connected by spring and

damper. One mass stands for glass and the other is for inertia of motor

armature. With method of averaging, the analytical model is studied

to find out the condition of system stability. Modeling of window reg-

ulator system begins with dividing system into components, according

to functions. Components, such as electrical drive, lifting mechanism,

door frame, electronic system and so on, are studied and modeled to

described either electrical or mechanical behavior. Depending on the

complexity of behaviors, modeling techniques are accordingly chosen,

for example, physical modeling or behavioral modeling or a combination

of both.



Parametrization of models is achieved with information combined from

component suppliers, existing data bank and measurements. Compo-

nent models are verified and validated against their component mea-

surements, for instance, drive characteristic lines. System simulation

deals with integration of all component models in one simulation bench

and imitates operations of window regulator under different working

cases. Important signals, which monitor state of system, like speed of

drive and current, are compared between simulation and measurement

in a concrete application of window regulator. Furthermore, anti-pinch

function is compared, quantitatively by pinching forces under several

voltages. However, applications of simulations are not limited to the

examples demonstrated in the thesis. Subsystem simulations with em-

phasis on investigation of components can be developed with component

models.



Kurzfassung

Die Arbeit orientiert sich daran, Modelle und Simulationen von elek-

trischen Fensterhebersystemen zu entwickeln. Das Ziel ist verbessertes

Verständnis des Systemverhaltens und Einfluss von Parametern zu er-

langen. Vor dem Hintergrund, dass Fensterhebersysteme komplizierte

mechatronische Systeme darstellen, wird die Simulation als Werkzeug

vermehrt eingesetzt. In dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene Simulation–

en von mechatronischen Systemen auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen ver-

glichen. Applikationen von Fensterhebersimulationen werden zusum-

mengefasst und bewertet. Basierend auf dieser Auswertung wurde die

Systemsimulation mit der Modellierungssprache, VHDL-AMS, als Meth-

ode ausgewählt.

Bevor sich tiefgründig mit der Modellierung von Fensterheber–systemen

beschäftigt wird, soll zuvor ein stark abstrahiertes analytisches Modell

für die Bewertung des dynamischen Verhaltens erstellt werden. Grundle-

gend besitzt das Modell 2 Freiheitsgrade und besteht aus 2 Massen, die

über eine Feder und einen Dämpfer verbunden sind. Eine Masse stellt

die Glasscheibe und die andere die Massenträgheit des Motorankers dar.

Mit der Mittelwertmethode wird das analytische Modell hinsichtlich

der Stabilitätsbedingungen untersucht. Die Modellbildung des Fen-

sterhebersystems beginnt mit der Aufteilung des Systems in einzelne

Komponenten, basierend auf deren Funktion. Die Komponenten, wie

z.B. elektrische Motoren, Hebemechaniken, Türrahmen, Elektroniken,

etc., werden untersucht und anschließend Modelle erstellt, um ihre elek-

trische oder mechanische Funktionsweise zu beschreiben. Abhängig von



der Komplexität wird die Technik der Modellierung ausgesucht, zum

Beispiel physikalische oder verhaltensmäßige Modellierung oder eine

Kombination von beiden.

Die Parameter der Modelle wurden anhand von gesammelten Infor-

mationen von Komponentenlieferanten, existierenden Datenbanken und

Messungen ermittelt. Komponentenmodelle wurden anhand von Mess-

daten verifiziert, z.B. Motorkennlinie. Die Systemsimulation beschäftigt

sich mit der Integration von allen Komponentenmodellen in eine Simula-

tion und imitiert Ausführung der Fensterhebersysteme in verschiedenen

Lastfällen. In einer konkreten Applikation wurden die Ergebnisse der

Messung und der Simulation anhand der Werte von wichtigen Signalen,

die den Status des Systems abbilden, wie zum Beispiel Drehzahl und

Strom des Motors, verglichen. Außerdem wurde die Einklemmschutz-

funktion quantitativ durch Messung der Einklemmkräfte bei verschiede-

nen Spannungen verglichen. Trotzdem sind die Simulationen nicht auf

die demonstrierten Beispiele dieser Arbeit limitiert. Teilsystemsimula-

tionen mit dem Schwerpunkt auf der Untersuchung von Komponenten

können auch mit den Komponentenmodellen entwickelt werden.
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Chapter 1

Objective and

motivation

1.1 Mechatronic system

The term “Mechatronics” was first introduced by an electric company

in Japan, Yasakawa[1, 2]. The term itself is a combination of “Mecha”

from mechanics and “tronics” from electronics. The definition of mecha-

tronics has not stopped evolving since its first appearance. The books[3,

4] from Robert H. Bishop have traced its evolution. The concept of in-

tegration [5] appears quite often in more recent proposals of definitions,

see [6, 7, 8].However, a consensus has not yet reached, but it is com-

monly accepted that mechatronics is an integration of several sciences

and it is more than a simple combination.

In a narrow sense, mechatronics is in the overlapping area of mechanics,

electronics and information technology[9], in figure 1.1. An extended

representation in the papers [10, 11, 12] shows that mechatronics is

the synergistic integration of physical systems, electronics, controls and

computers. Publications and papers, see e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17], demon-

strate the similar imagination of mechatronic systems structure.

1



Figure 1.1: Mechatronics

The nature of mechatronics is multidisciplinary.[18]. Resulted from

its nature, machatronic systems have unique properties , in compari-

son with other systems dealing with only single science. For example,

these properties are high–degree integration of components from dif-

ferent fields and being critical to optimize overall system performance

across a broad rang of system parameters[19]. Based on increasingly

improved understanding, more mechatronic systems are invented with

various functions. One instance of classical mechatronic systems is

robot[20]. In automobile industry, many mechatronic systems are de-

veloped. They provide intelligent functions. Such system are like new

braking and suspension system[21, 22]. It is expected that more novel

applications will be brought forward, as mechatronics develops.

1.2 Development methods of mechatronic

systems

Since the appearance of “Mechatronics”, the development of mecha-

tronic systems has been fueled by the growth from the constituent

areas. In the other way round, the developments in the constituent

areas are also accelerated by mechatronics. Meanwhile more and more

2



new technologies are entering mechatronics. Under such circumstance,

mechatronic systems need a suitable development approach. It is be-

yond the power of the traditional development methods used in individ-

ual fields. In search of an approach, Modeling and simulation (M&S)

gain more and more attention and are being used widely in applications

of mechatronic systems developments.

1.2.1 Development methods

The traditional sequential development strategy doesn’t represent ideal

structure to develop components of an modern mechatronic system [23,

24, 25]. Nowadays concurrent engineering [25] is popular and accepted

in industrial applications.

In a narrow sense, concurrent implementations are developments of

components in one or several sub technologies with consideration of

components in another or other sub technologies. An example is that

passive suspensions of passenger cars. The pure mechanical devices

are integrated with electronics and controls. Then it becomes active

systems and increases driving comfort[26]. Such kind of concurrent

strategy works without problem as well in other combinations of com-

ponents. Generally in such systems, one part is taking dominating role

in system development, while other parts are loosely attached. Theses

applications are limited in a small scale.

In large scale of applications, amount and complexity of components

increase dramatically. Components or modules are developed firstly in

each specific field with existing and well-formed methods and then focus

of system development shifts to proper interfaces in between [27, 4].

In a wider sense of concurrent development strategy, mechatronic sys-

tems design[28, 4] provides a better solution. Mechatronic system de-

sign means designing and developing on system level. Publications

[29, 30] have brought insights on this approach. In using system ap-

proach to develop mechatronic systems, M&S is the key technology

for success. For the use and application of M&S, association of german

3



engineers(VDI) issues also their design methodolgy for mechatronic sys-

tems, VDI 2206[31]. In the deign guideline, the development activities

begin with the analysis of system request and are followed by system

draft. With the domain specific development finished, system is inte-

grated and tested to ensure required product properties released.

1.2.2 Modeling and simulation

The technology boom of the 1990s enables the wide usage of models and

simulations, which was once a tool for training military, now in almost

every aspect of life[32, 33, 34]. The fundamental notion at the core of

M&S is that models are approximations of the real world[35]. Plenty of

books have been published regarding M&S as a discipline[36, 37, 38].

Table 1.1: Modeling and simulation

Simulation Fields Method Application

Component
Mechanics

Finite Element
Method

ANSYS R©

Multi Body Simu-
lation

Adams R©

Electronics Circuit analysis PSpice R©

Control Signal flow MatLab SimuLink R©

Cooperative
Mechanics

Functional Mock-up ModelisarElectronics
Control

System
Mechanics

Modeling language
VHDL-AMS

Electronics
Modelica

Control

In the context of mechatronic system developments, M&S play an im-

portant role[39, 40, 41, 42, 4], because it can best cope with the multi-

disciplinary nature of mechatronics. It is well exploited in constituent

technologies. It is also used to study the interactions of interfacing com-

ponents. The advantage of M&S is that it helps with a better overview

of design processes and it brings into being a seamless concurrent de-

velopment of mechatronic systems.

4



1.3 Electrical power window regulator

Modern electrical power Window regulator (WR) in automobile

industry[43, 44] is one of the classical examples of mechatronic sys-

tems. WR, or in another word “window lift”, evolves through phases,

from manual system at the beginning, then power system as the de-

velopment of electrical motors until nowadays electrical power system

with safety and comfort functions. Modern WR incorporate mechanical

structures as power transmission, electrical drives as actuator, sensor to

observe system states and electronics together with intelligent control-

ling software. Electrical WRs are mechatronic systems, because they

are multidisciplinary. Its development needs an approach, which is not

found in traditional development methods.

1.4 Objectives and structure of the thesis

This work contributes to the development of electrical WR with use of

the technology of M&S. Requests in automobile industry have brought

more and more challenges to system suppliers. Development cycle is

shorter, customer requirement becomes more, qualities are to be en-

sured and improved to higher level and so on. Under such situation,

market players have to be able to respond more quickly to requests.

The technology of model and simulation is about to help. In this work,

a development of models of WRs and simulations is presented. It is

expected to reach the following general goals.

• An assisting tool, to improve understanding of systems and pro-

vide a perspective to observe systems in development processes

• Early error detecting, to cut down cost and effort costed by design

mistakes in later development phases

• Validation of system functions based on simulations

• System behavior prediction, to find out critical and weak points

in systems at early development phases

5



The thesis is organized as in Fig. 1.2. Following chapter 1 and 2,

electrical WR systems are explored by analytical investigation in chaper

3 and by M&S in chapter 4 and 5. In chapter 4, WR is firstly broken

down to its marco mechatronic models and then each component is

modeled. Chapter 5 makes use of mechatronic models in chapter 4 and

builds up simulations of WR. In Fig. 1.3, stucture of chpater 4 and 5

is presented.

6
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Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 State of the art – window regulator

systems

Since the emergence of automobiles, WRs are continually further de-

velopped. Nowadays there are three types of WR mechanisms widely

used in vehicle door, rail guided cable driven WR[45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50],

cross arm WR[51, 52] and track guided cable driven WR.

2.1.1 Rail guided cable driven window regulators

The rail guided cable driven mechanism is currently mainstream for

WR structure. The structure and components are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Electrical drive is actuator and can be replaced by a handle in manual

applications. Inside of cable drum housing, the inner side of cable drum

clutches with electrical or manual drive and the outer side of cable drum

is wrapped with cable. Cable goes through bowden cable and changes

its driving direction by wrapping around pulleys. Pulleys are loosely

riveted on metal guiding rails and rails are aligned in glass moving di-

rection. In the shown case, glass is held by two pieces of sliders and

sliders, wrapped over rails, is pulled by cable either upwards or down-

wards. The component marked with number 3 is to compensate the

prolongation of cable over lifetime. Depending on vehicle door designs,

9



rail guided WRs have several variants. For example, depending on the

number of rails, there are double rail and single rail systems; by number

of bowden cables, there are bowden and non-bowden systems. Many

factors influence the choice of window regulator structures in projects,

such as size of glass and door, rang of glass movement, components

distribution on door plate and so on.

Figure 2.1: Double rail guided cable driven WR. 1. Electrical drive
and electronics, 2. Cable drum housing, 3. Compensation spring, 4.
Bowden cable and cable, 5. Pulley, 6. Guiding rail, 7. Glass slider

2.1.2 Crossarm window regulators

Cross arm mechanism is traditional design of WR. It contains parts in

Fig. 2.2. Electrical drive is the same in rail systems. Tooth segment

serve as movement transmission mechanics from drive to driving arm.

Supporting arm provides a second point to stabilize the glass level in

moving direction. The fundamental principle of cross arm mechanism

is lever effect. Supporting arm may be omit in applications, that glass

movement is already quite stable through door sealings and frames.

Other variants can be at the layout of pinions, with the purpose to

make maximal use of driving power.

10



Figure 2.2: Cross arm WR. 1. Electrical drive and electronics, 2.
Tooth segment, 3. Driving arm(Main arm), 4. Supporting arm(sub
arm), 5. Supporting rail 6. Main rail(Glass rail)

2.1.3 Track guided window regulators

Track guided WRs are used mostly in rear side–window in coupés and

convertibles, which require complex movements. In these applications,

glass movement is not translational along A pillar and B pillar but it

is a combination of translational and rotational movement. To achieve

control of movement, glass carrier is pulled by cable and three rollers

of carrier are guided in tracks with different path and length.

Figure 2.3: Track guided WR 1. Movement of glass with rail WR in
sedan 2. Movement of glass with track guided WR

2.1.4 Comparison of window regulators

From the perspective of usage and applications, track guided WRs are

used less often than rail guided and cross arm WRs, because the design

of door glass in vehicles are usually straightforward, that is, transla-

tional upwards and downwards moving. Rail WRs and arm WRs are
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widely implemented in car doors. Arm WRs are cost–efficient solu-

tions. But, with the development of productions, rail WRs are becom-

ing cheaper and cheaper. Under constant load applied from car door

to WR mechanism, rail structure can theoretically supply a constant

glass speed, while glass speed with arm structure will be lower at bot-

tom and at top than in the middle position, due to the nature of lever

effect. From another aspect, rail WRs have generally a better acous-

tic performance. Careless treatment at metal contact in arm WR may

result to auditory discomfort. Arm WR itself is heavier than rail WR,

which does not fit for the increasing strict requirement of system weight.

From this point of view, rail WR is taking a leading position.

2.2 State of the art – simulation methods

of window regulator systems

2.2.1 State of the art

Simulation is utilized widely in automobile industry, in vehicle manu-

facturers and also in suppliers. But, within the whole industry, a com-

plete standard for components and systems simulation does not exist.

Each manufacturer makes simulations based on its own understanding

of problems and its own requirements. So it is the same with WR sim-

ulation. Window regulators system suppliers or components suppliers

may choose simulation tools and solutions based on its knowledge and

viewpoints. As to the number of WR system suppliers, who make use

of simulation during development, a few examples are presented here

to illustrate the state of the art of WR system simulations.

Under the link1, it is the simulation interface from KOSTAL GmbH &

Co. KG. It simulates the anti-pinch functionality and durability of the

electronic control unit under rough road condition. Statistic simulation

is carried out to test robustness of anti–trap algorithms. As the product

focus of KOSTAL is electronics, so the goal of simulation is to validate

1see at http://www.kostal.com/german/HILwindow.htm
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the functions of electronics and such simulation concept is executed

based on HIL (Hardware In the Loop), which means that information

regarding situations of rough road, car variants and door construction

are all input from a black box.

Another approach to simulation WRss is co–simulation, which stands

for cooperative simulation. Co–simulation makes use of two or more

simulators to fulfill simulation tasks, in aim to explore the strength of

different simulators and also to deal with complicated calculation. The

paper[53] demonstrated such idea, with co–simulation of Dymola R©, an

implementation of modeling language Modelica, and Simulink R©. In

the environment of Dymola R©, electrical drive, window regulator mech-

anism, vehicle door and control sequences are described. At the inter-

face, information, like motor voltage, current, signal from Hall sensor

and pinching force, is transferred into Simulink R©, in which window reg-

ulator control and anti-pinch algorithms are implemented. In this case,

simulation exploits the advantage of Simulink R© in control and algo-

rithm design and the strength of Modelica as a modeling language for

physical systems.

Brose GmbH & Co. KG uses simulation technology to investigate

dynamical property and behaviors of its window regulator systems. The

technical demand is that reaction time for pinch detection is between

10ms and 50ms. The concept of co–simulation was also implemented

and realized, beginning from 2005 and ending in 2007. The cooperation

was between Adams R© and Simulink R©.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the simulation has a straightforward demon-

stration of WR systems, based on three dimensional (3D) model in

Adams R©. Simulation of anti-pinch function and control algorithms is

led by Simulink R© and the simulation result of anti–pinch force is shown

on the right side of Fig. 2.4.

The practices of simulating WR components and systems above have

their advantages. However, the drawbacks are also obvious. The HIL

simulation of control unit from KOSTAL tested only the robustness
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Figure 2.4: Co-Simulation at Brose. Step 1: glass moves down. Step
2: Probe moves between door frame and glass. Step 3: glass moves
up. Step 4: glass edge hits probe, contact force is measured by probe
and glass reverses.

of the electronic components and performance of algorithms, because

KOSTAL is an electronic component suppler and does not have the

technical understanding on a system level. The co–simulation practice

in paper[53] supplemented the mechanical components of WR systems,

as well as Brose co–simulation. While the power of different simulators

are well used, the price has to pay for the design of interfaces in between.

The more special one simulator is in its field, the more difficult a proper

interface is built to communicate with others. Modelica is still growing

and the number of components in its built-in library is not enough for

a quick construction of mechatronic system simulations. In spite of the

advantage of visualization, Adams R© simulations in Brose has its prob-

lem that the effort involved in building simulation takes too much. 3D

model of WR is available in design and construction department. But

such data has to be processed manually to fit usage in Adams R©, such

as meshing, material stress, damping factor, stiffness and so on. Even
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if the cost of time to adapt algorithms in Simulink R© is neglected, the

total cost of time and effort is still too much and the direct consequence

is that the simulation falls behind the development schedule of on-going

projects, which turns out that the value of such kind of simulation is

not attractive any more.

Table 2.1: Comparison of methods to simulate window regulators

Method User Advantage Disadvantage
HIL
(Hardware
in Loop)

KOSTAL Functions of elec-
tronic component
are tested and
validated

Proof of compat-
ibility with other
components in WR
is poor.

Co-
simulation
Dymola &
SimuLink

Hella Interaction be-
tween physical
behaviors and con-
trolling processes is
simulated

design of interface
between simulators
costs much effort.

Co-
simulation
Adams &
SimuLink

Brose Good visualization Adjusting 3D
model in Adam R©

costs much time.

2.2.2 Requirements to simulations of window reg-

ulator systems

A systematic approach is needed for simulation of electrical power

WR system. Based on the last section, it is summarized that simu-

lation of WR systems needs a system method, namely system simula-

tion. The term of system simulation appears quite often in automobile

development[54, 55, 56]. Since years ago, Dr. Sergy Petkun from Brose

investigated also in this direction[57, 58, 59]. System simulation means

to simulate the composition of system components in a synergistic way.

In the case of WR simulation, focus is equally on both the simulation

of single components and the interfaces in between. The distribution

of effort in describing component models should be well maintained in

the way that no single model is too deeply modeled and other models
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become relatively weak and shallow in systems. A short summary of re-

quirements on system simulation is listed below, based on the practices

in Brose.

• System simulation must provide a good system overview

• Time and effort efficiency in simulation preparation

• Enough detailedness of simulation components description and

sufficient parameters as most significant factors of system proper-

ties

• Simulation result should contain the most information for a quick

judgement, whether systems meet requirements or not. But such

information should not be too much, which may lead analysis of

result to be disordered.

2.3 System approach

Modeling and simulation are playing an active role in development of

mechatronic systems. Among different strategies of M&S, we choose

system simulation. The reason is that system simulation provides means

to understand and predict behaviors of mechatronic systems. And it

is especially useful in the case of electrical power window regulator

systems.

2.3.1 System simulation

System simulation has unique features, comparing with component sim-

ulation. A short comparison is in Tab. 2.2. An example to the point

of parameters in Tab. 2.2 is the simulation of frictional torque between

shaft and bearing. In principle, it can be calculated with known pressing

force, shaft diameter and friction coefficient. However, in a 3D simu-

lation environment of bearing, besides the previous three parameters,

length, width and height of bearing have to be given. But, they do not

have a direct effect on frictional torque.
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Table 2.2: System simulation and component simulation

Aspect System simulation Component simulation
Focus Resultant system be-

haviors of interaction
between components
from different domains

Respond of components
to its stimulus in specific
field

Modeling High level of abstraction
of real system

Deep modeling into de-
vice level

Parameters Parameters have essen-
tial influence on system
behaviors

Part of parameters are
necessary to build up
models but have little
influence on component
functions.

In this work, system simulation is chosen as approach. The reasons

are based on technical requests.

1. Modeling building must be up to the pace of product development.

2. Characteristic parameters must be within limited set and can be

identified without much effort.

3. It must be easy for non–simulation–developer end user to under-

stand and use simulations.

System simulation of electrical WR is based on models of its constituent

components, which are described in unified modeling language. Each

model of component is characteristic with its featured parameters, in-

cluding electrical, geometrical and dynamical ones. The process of

parametrization enables the fast adaption and reusability of models

to fit into the needs of new projects.

2.3.2 Modeling language and simulation engine

Purposes determine choices of simulation tools and proper tools ac-

celerate simulations. On market, there are already plenty of simulation

software. A type of them, with an example of PSpice[60], provides users

with build-in libraries of components and users need only to drag com-

ponents into the simulation container and interconnect them to build up
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simulations. Library of components can be extent by importing external

packages. This kind of simulations is quite famous in component sim-

ulation for a specific area. Besides of build-in library, other simulation

software, like SimuLink R© [61], provide possibility to run scripts, which

can describe non-existing behaviors of certain components. Instead of

scripting language, Synopsys R© Saber R©[62, 63] provides uniformed mod-

eling language MAST, which can model components in various domains.

But MAST is bound to Saber, which limits the wide acceptance.

In this work, VHDL–Analog and Mixed Signal (VHDL–AMS)[64, 65,

66] is selected to be modeling language. VHDL–AMS extends the mod-

eling language of VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL)[67,

68], with the capability to model analog and mixed-signal systems. Ana-

log and mixed-signal systems cover analog circuit, mechanical devices,

hydraulic devices, optical systems and other physical systems. VHDL–

AMS is chosen based on the reasons.

1. VHDL–AMS, as a uniformed modeling language, fits to the idea

of system simulation. It takes care of components, interfaces and

meanwhile behaviors at system level. However, it provides also the

possibility for detailed modeling. Users have freedom to describe

subjects or processes in detailedness based on their demands with

the power of multi–domain modeling language.

2. It is easier to maintain models in one modeling language than

switching from one to another, since each modeling language has

its technical focus.

3. VHDL–AMS is widely accepted international standard. Numbers

of model package and simulator are available on market.

This work adopts Synopsys R© Saber R© as simulation engine. Referring

to the feature of modeling language, a quick switch to another engine

is possible.
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2.4 System decomposition and steps in us-

ing modeling and simulation

2.4.1 System decomposition

The performance of window regulators should be tested in car doors.

Figure 2.5 shows that rail window regulator is mounted in car door.

And, to the purpose to test safety functionality, a force gauge is also

necessary. It is not shown in Fig.. A vehicle door system can be decom-

posited into macro models, as shown in Tab. 2.3. The decomposition

is based on domains, functions and interfaces. The interconnection of

marco components is presented in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.5: Vehicle door system

The decomposition of system fits to the development process in house

of Brose. The number of interfaces between components is optimized

and a straightforward correspondence between real systems and simu-

lation systems can be built. Macro models in table are built up with

sub models. The doctor work investigates macro models and their sub

models.
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Table 2.3: Decomposition of window regulator systems

Index Macro models
1 Drive
2 Window regulator mechanism
3 Door
4 Anti-pinch spring
5 Electronic hardware
6 Software
7 Switch (Control Sequence)
8 Battery

Figure 2.6: Macro models and interfaces

2.4.2 Steps in using modeling & simulation

The fundamental, more like a philosophy, is that it is impossible to cre-

ate perfect simulations and models to 100% represent reality. Normally

M&S are used to describe a slide of reality. The result of simulations can

approach reality by infinitely improving the quality of models. However,

the goal is not simply to make simulations but to make simulations and

models in order to bring insights.[69].

To achieve an effective usage of simulation, steps have to be taken.

The processes of M&S [70, 71, 72] are required to go through steps, in

Fig. 2.7. In the first step, it is important that a clear target is set and

criteria of result evaluation is defined. The practical outcome can be
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either concepts in minds or specifications in written forms. The actions

of M&S verification and validation ensure that simulation objects are

right modeled and right models are found.

Figure 2.7: Modeling and simulation. Step 1: Simulation objects to
conceptual models, associated with concept verification, Step 2:
Conceptual models to simulation models, associated with M&S
verification, Step 3: Compare simulation models to Simulation
objects, associated with M&S validation

The work of this thesis complies with the required steps in using M&S,

as described above. Specifically, they are

1. Mathematical models

2. Implement mechatronic models in VHDL–AMS

3. Parameter identification

4. Compare simulation verse measurements.

For the most, mathematical models are provided as conceptual models.

VHDL models are implementations of concepts. Parameter identifica-

tion process finds reliable values of parameters for models. Comparing

simulations with measurements serves as validation. During compari-

son, causes of differences are searched and reasons are discussed.
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Chapter 3

Modeling of electrical

window regulator

system - Analytical

investigation

3.1 Modeling and simulation of the be-

havior of analytical model

3.1.1 Analytical model

Mechanical door in Fig 2.5 and WR mechanism 2.1 have many compo-

nents, yet the analytical model of WR system is abstracted to contain

only the essential parts as in Fig. 3.1. M1 is the equivalent mass of

armature inertia and Fa is the equivalent driving force of motor[73].

The spring and damper stand for the important characteristic of WR

system, system stiffness c and damping factor μ. M2 represents the

glass mass and Fr is the friction force between glass and door sealings.

x∗1 and x∗2 indicate each the displacement of M1 and M2.
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Figure 3.1: Analytical model of window regulator system

Many components of a WR system, like double rail WR, have masses

and moment of inertia, such as cable, pulley, cable drum, gear of elec-

trical drive and so on. Quantitatively, their inertia are either small or

big. But only glass mass and moment of inertia of armature are taken

into account in analytical model. The reason is kinetic energy. When

electrical drive moves window glass, motor armature and glass have the

most kinetic energy of the whole system. Kinetic energy of other com-

ponents is not comparable. Therefore, no other components but only

these two parts are considered in model.

Table 3.1: Kinetic energy of components

Component Mass/Moment of Inertia Velocity Kinetic energy
Armature 9.9× 10−06 kg · m2 398 rad/ s 0.7848 J
Wheel 12× 10−06 kg · m2 5.4 rad/ s 0.186× 10−03 J
Drum 4.9× 10−06 kg · m2 5.4 rad/ s 0.073× 10−03 J
Pulley 2× 10−06 kg · m2 5.4 rad/ s 0.036× 10−03 J
Cable 0.5 kg · m2 0.12m/ s 0.0037 J
Glass 5 kg 0.12m/ s 0.036 J
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The model in Fig. 3.1 is applied with the Newton’s second law, each

M1 and M2, resulting analytical description in Eq. 3.1.

M1ẍ
∗
1 + c(x∗1 − x∗2) + μ(ẋ∗1 − ẋ∗2) = Fa (3.1a)

M2ẍ
∗
2 + c(x∗2 − x∗1) + μ(ẋ∗2 − ẋ∗1) = Fr (3.1b)

The purpose of this model is to study dynamical behavior of WR under

various working cases. So, Fa and Fr are given different forms. In the

following sections, method of averaging will be put into use to analyze

two dynamical cases.

3.1.2 Theoretical investigations - Method of aver-

aging

3.1.2.1 Friction depending on relative velocity

In this case, the direction of friction depends on the relative velocity

between glass and motor armature. It then has the form as−Frsgn(ẋ
∗
2−

ẋ∗1), where (ẋ∗2 − ẋ∗1) �= 0 and Fr is the amplitude of friction force. The

driving force of electrical motor is a harmonic function on time with

angular frequency ω and an amplitude Fa [74]. The general description

of model in Eq. 3.1 is instantiated as following.

M1ẍ
∗
1 + c(x∗1 − x∗2) + μ(ẋ∗1 − ẋ∗2) = Fa sin(ωt

∗) (3.2a)

M2ẍ
∗
2 + c(x∗2 − x∗1) + μ(ẋ∗2 − ẋ∗1) = −Frsgn(ẋ

∗
2 − ẋ∗1) (3.2b)

As the next step, the dimensional system (denoted by asterisk) is con-

verted into a dimentionless system, by introducing dimensionless vari-

ables and converting scales. t = t∗ω0, xi =
x∗
i

L , i = 1, 2, ẋi =
ẋ∗
i

L·ω0
, i =

1, 2, ẍi =
ẍ∗
i

L·ω2
0
, i = 1, 2, ω2

0 = cM1+M2

2M1M2
, ν = ω

ω0
, ε = Fr

MLω2
0
, α = μLω0

Frm1m2
,

β = Fa

Fr
, m1 =

M1

M , m2 =
M2

M , M = M1 +M2, m1 +m2 = 1. Here, L is

the scale of length, while ω0 is the scale of time. Substituting variables

in equations above gives dimensionless system as following.
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ẍ1 + 2m2(x1 − x2) +m2εα(ẋ1 − ẋ2) =
ε

m1
β sin(νt) (3.3a)

ẍ2 + 2m1(x2 − x1) +m1εα(ẋ2 − ẋ1) = − ε

m2
sgn(ẋ2 − ẋ1) (3.3b)

The method of averaging [75] requires that the system should be trans-

formed into standard form. The operation, 3.3a· m1 + 3.3b· m2, results

into Eq. 3.4a. The second operation, 3.3b − 3.3a, gives Eq. ??.

m2ẍ2 +m1ẍ1 = ε[β sin(νt)− sgn(ẋ2 − ẋ1)] (3.4a)

(ẍ2 − ẍ1) + 2(x2 − x1) = (3.4b)

−ε

[
1

m2
sgn(ẋ2 − ẋ1) + α(ẋ2 − ẋ1) + β

1

m1
sin(νt)

]

Further simplification can be achieved by introducing velocity of center

of mass, V (t) = m1ẋ1+m2ẋ2, and relative displacement, z(t) = x2−x1,

into system.

V̇ = ε[β sin(νt)− sgn(ż)] (3.5a)

z̈ + 2z = −ε

[
1

m2
sgn(ż) + αż + β

1

m1
sin(νt)

]
(3.5b)

For unperturbed system, ν in 3.5b is equal to constant, z(t) = x2 − x1

changes harmonically with a constant amplitude. According to it, a

general solution is provided to Eq. 3.5b in the form: z(t) = a(t) cos(ϕ)

and ż = −a
√
2 sin(ϕ), where ϕ =

√
2t+ θ. Then,

ż = ȧ cos(ϕ)− a(
√
2 + θ̇) sin(ϕ) (3.6)

It yields

θ̇ =
ȧ cos(ϕ)

a sin(ϕ)
(3.7)

The general solution and the relation 3.7 are applied to 3.6. The system

has then the form.
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V̇ = ε[β sin(νt)− sgn(−a
√
2 sin(ϕ))] (3.8a)

ȧ = ε
sin(ϕ)√

2

[
1

m2
sgn(−a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(νt)

]
(3.8b)

ϕ̇ = ȧ+
√
2 (3.8c)

= ε
cos(ϕ)√

2a

[
1

m2
sgn(−a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(νt)

]
+
√
2

The system behavior is investigated in the vicinity of the main reso-

nance frequency: ψ = (
√
2 + εΔ)t, ν =

√
2 + εΔ. Through introducing

new slow variable ξ = ψ − ϕ, ξ̇ = −θ̇ + εΔ, the standard form of the

systme is:

V̇ = ε[β sin(ξ + ϕ)− sgn(−a
√
2 sin(ϕ))] (3.9a)

ȧ = ε
sin(ϕ)√

2

[
1

m2
sgn(−a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(ξ + ϕ)

]
(3.9b)

ξ̇ = −ε
cos(ϕ)√

2a
· (3.9c)[

1

m2
sgn(−a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(ξ + ϕ)

]
+ εΔ

When ε � 1, the variables V , a and ξ change slowly. According to the

method of averaging[75], the procedure 〈· · · 〉 =
∫ 2π

0 (· · · )dϕ is applied

to these slow variables in Eq. 3.9. And the fast changing element is

filtered out.
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V̇ = 0 (3.10a)

ȧ = −ε
1√
2

(
1

m2

2

π
+ αa

√
2
1

2
− β

1

m1
cos(ξ)

)
(3.10b)

ξ̇ = −θ̇ + εΔ = −ε
1√
2a

(
β

1

m1

1

2
sin(ξ)

)
+ εΔ (3.10c)

The stationary solution of the system of Eq. 3.10 is under searching.

As V̇ = 0, the stationary amplitude of V depends on its initial value.

a and ξ have stationary state, when ȧ = 0 and ξ̇ = 0. By eliminating

cos(ξ) and sin(ξ) with cos(ξ)2 + sin(ξ)2 = 1, it yields

2m2
1m

2
2π

2(α2+4Δ2)α2+8
√
2m2

1m2παa+(16m2
1−m2

2π
2β2) = 0 (3.11)

A positive stationary amplitude exists under the restriction β > 4m1

πm2
.

Thus, the stationary amplitude of a is

a =
−4

√
2m1α +

√
2[m2

2π
2β2(α2 + 4Δ2)− 64Δ2m2

1]

2m1m2π(α2 + 4Δ2)
(3.12)

3.1.2.2 Friction depending on velocity of mass M2

In this case, the direction of friction force has dependence on the velocity

of M2. Friction forece is denoted by the form, −Frsgn(ẋ∗2). The driving
force is the same as in the previous case. As a result, the instants of

system equations are

M1ẍ
∗
1 + c(x∗1 − x∗2) + μ(ẋ∗1 − ẋ∗2) = Fa sin(ωt

∗) (3.13a)

M2ẍ
∗
2 + c(x∗2 − x∗1) + μ(ẋ∗2 − ẋ∗1) = −Frsgn(ẋ

∗
2) (3.13b)

The same conversion from dimensional system to dimensionless system

is applied. The same variables, velocity of center of mass and relative

displacement, are introduced and utilized.
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V̇ = ε[β sin(νt)− sgn(ẋ2)] (3.14a)

z̈ + 2z = −ε

[
1

m2
sgn(ẋ2) + αż + β

1

m1
sin(νt)

]
(3.14b)

As m1ẋ1 + m2ẋ2 = V (t) and ż = ẋ2 − ẋ1 = −a(t) sin(ϕ), it can be

deduced, ẋ2 = V −m1a
√
2 sin(ϕ). Then, with the same variable ξ, the

standard form of system in this case is

V̇ = ε[β sin(ξ + ϕ)− sgn(V −m1a
√
2 sin(ϕ))] (3.15a)

ȧ = ε
sin(ϕ)√

2
· (3.15b)[

1

m2
sgn(V −m1a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(ξ + ϕ)

]

ξ̇ = −ε
cos(ϕ)√

2a
· (3.15c)[

1

m2
sgn(V −m1a

√
2 sin(ϕ))− αa

√
2 sin(ϕ) + β

1

m1
sin(ξ + ϕ)

]
+ εΔ

The procedure of averaging,〈· · · 〉 =
∫ 2π

0 (· · · )dϕ, is applied. As out-

come, slow variables have form.

V̇ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε,V < −m1a
√
2

ε

[
−2

π
arcsin

(
V

m1a
√
2

)]
,|V | ≤ m1a

√
2

−ε,V > m1a
√
2

(3.16)
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ȧ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−ε
1√
2

(
αa

√
2
1

2
− β

1

m1

1

2
cos(ξ)

)
, V < −m1a

√
2

−ε
1√
2

[
αa

√
2
1

2
+

1

m2

2

π

√
1− V 2

2m2
1a

2
− β

1

m1

1

2
cos(ξ)

]
,

|V | ≤ m1a
√
2

−ε
1√
2

(
αa

√
2
1

2
− β

1

m1

1

2
cos(ξ)

)
, V > m1a

√
2

(3.17)

ξ̇ = −θ̇ + εΔ = −ε
1√
2a

(
β

1

m1

1

2
sin(ξ)

)
+ εΔ (3.18)

The stationary solution exists, only under the condition, |V | ≤ m1a
√
2,

because ε is not equal to zero. Eliminating cos ξ and sin ξ in Eq. 3.17

- 3.18 when |V | ≤ m1a
√
2. We obtain the stationary amplitude of a,

which is the same as in Eq. 3.12.

a =
−4

√
2m1α +

√
2[m2

2π
2β2(α2 + 4Δ2)− 64Δ2m2

1]

2m1m2π(α2 + 4Δ2)
(3.19)

It is found under the condition β > 4m1

πm2
.

3.1.2.3 Numerical simulations

To obtain a direct view of the behavior, the analytical model is sim-

ulated and solved numerically. The typical values for the model are

M1 = 45 kg, M2 = 5kg, c = 2 × 104 N
m and μ = 80 N

m/ s . The identifica-

tion of M1, c and μ is discussed in the next section. With given values,

ω0 is then equal to 47.1 s−1. In the case of relative friction, the driving

force is assumed to be Fa = 200N and ω = 75.8 s−1, while Fr is 10N .

Thus, β = 20, it meets the requirement β > 4m1

πm2
= 11.5. according to

[76], the scale of length L is calculated by equation Fa

M1ω0
2|2−ν2| . Then

L has value of 3.3 × 10−3m. As consequence, ε = 0.05, α = 14.9 and

Δ = 4.

Fig. 3.2 represents the exact and averaged system solved with initial

condition,V (0) = 0, a(0) = 0.01, ξ(0) = 0. With supplied parameters,

the stationary amplitude of a has value, 0.43, which is identical to the
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calculation with formula in Eq. 3.12. The dimensional value of a is

1.4×10−3m. The friction force in this model represents the friction be-

cause of the relative motion between masses M1 and M2, while the only

external force is the periodic force, Fa sin(ωt
∗). Such model setup and

forces combination simulate the rough road situation when testing WR

system. When window regulator has no movement and car is driven on

rough road, the vibrating car body results the periodic changing force.

According to the definition of β and the system setup in the example,

only when external force is at least 20 times greater than the “inter-

nal” friction force, there would be a slight relative displacement of two

masses. As an example, when “internal” friction force is 50N , at least

600N is required to produce position change. Actually, such change of

the position difference is undesired in real system. And as a matter of

fact, such great external vibrating force is unrealistic. Therefore, we

can conclude, the more “internal” friction there is, the more stable WR

system is in rough road test.

Figure 3.2: Numerical solution of exact 3.9 and average system 3.10

The system with “external” friction has the same system parameter set,

M1, M2, c, μ, ω0, ω, as the system with “internal” friction. Coulomb’s

dry friction force Fr is here 90N. The amplitude of the external driving

force Fa, applied to mass M1, is 1800N. Thus the value of β is 20 and

meets the same condition as in the case of “internal” friction, because a

in both cases has the same form. The scale of length L has value in this
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case to be 3 × 10−2m. The values ε = 0.05, α = 14.9, and Δ = 4 are

also the same. Fig. 3.3 shows the results, after solving the exact and

averaged system with initial condition, V (0) = 0, a(0) = 0.01, ξ(0) = 0.

From the numerical solution of averaged equation, stationary a is 0.43,

which is identical to the calculation in Eq. 3.19. The dimensional value

of a here is 1.3 × 10−2m. Such combination of periodic driving force

and external friction force simulates the stability of WR system under

disturbance from electrical drive. Electrical drive can supply an effec-

tive driving force up to 650N, when it is stalled. During the normal

upward stroke, the driving force is around 250N. As the ambient condi-

tion changes, external friction can decrease dramatically, for example,

when there is oil or grease between glass and sealing, when WR works

in environment of high humidity, or when sealing wears out and ages.

Then the vibration in electrical drive, which is usually caused by the

irregularity of its gear transmission, can lead into the unstable moving

speed of window glass. The instability can be troublesome in realizing

anti-trap function; in extreme case it can cause failure, such as false

reversing of WR.

Figure 3.3: Numerical solution of the exact 3.15 and average system
3.16 - 3.18
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3.2 Parameter identification – Equivalent

mass of motor armature

M1 in the analytical model is an equivalent mass of motor armature.

The conversion from inertia of motor armature to mass is valid only

under the precondition that the kinetic energy is kept the same. The

flow of kinetic energy starts from rotating armature. It is then re-

duced through worm gear. In the end, it converts from rotational form

into translational form. Therefore, the conversion of moment of inertia

achieves in two steps. Step 1 is conversion over worm gear and step 2

is conversion over calbe drum.

To realize step 1, we define Ja as moment of inertia of armature, ωa

as rotational velocity of aramture, Jw as converted moment of inertia

over worm gear and ωw as rotational velocity of gear wheel. The mesh

of worm gear is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Conversion of moment of inertia into equivalent mass.
1: Armature of electrical drive, with complete winding. 2: Gear wheel.
3: Cable drum. i: Reduction ratio of worm gear. ηw: Power
transmission efficiency
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Worm gear is characteristic with parameters, i as reduction ratio and

ηw as power transmission efficiency. Therefore, it gives

ηw
1

2
Jaω

2
a =

1

2
Jwω

2
w (3.20a)

ωw =
ωa

i
(3.20b)

Eliminate ωw,

Jw = ηw · i2 · Ja (3.21)

In step 2, we define rcd as radius of cable drum, V1 as tangential speed

of cable drum Then, energy equilibrium and velocity relation are

1

2
Jwω

2
w =

1

2
M1V

2
1 (3.22a)

V1 = rcd · ωw (3.22b)

Eliminate V1,

M1 =
Jw
r2cd

(3.23)

By eliminating Jw in Eq. 3.21 and 3.23, it yields

M1 = ηw
i2Ja
r2cd

(3.24)

A WR drive has typically inertia 8.0 × 10−6 kg·m2, i = 73, ηw = 0.42

and rcd = 0.02m. Its equivalent mass is then, according to Eq. 3.24,

about 45 kg. With this method, equivalent mass for analytical model

in Fig. 3.1 can be calculated.
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Chapter 4

Mechatronical models

for window regulator

systems and their

components

4.1 Window regulator drive

Electrical drive is the key component in WR system. As shown in Fig.

2.6, drive connects WR mechanism and electrical components. It is

source of lifting power and executes all control sequences. A WR drive

consists of two parts. One part is Direct Current Permanent Magnet

motor (DCPM motor) and the second part are worm gear and its hous-

ing, as shown in Fig. 4.1. In WR systems, the maximal torque of DCPM

motor is in range from 0.3Nm to 0.45Nm. No–load speed can reach

about 7000 rpm. Worm gear changes the rotation direction of motor ar-

mature into the desired direction of cable drum. Meanwhile, rotational

speed is reduced to about 80 rpm and maximal torque of armature is

amplified to be in range from 9Nm to 13.75Nm. Inside of worm gear

wheel, there is in certain design rubber damper, which has the purpose
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Figure 4.1: Window regulator drive and disassembly
1. DCPM motor 2. Worm gear and housing

to ease the tension in systems when glass hits door upper frame. This

chapter is started with modeling of DCPM motor. Modeling processes

consist of mathematical description, model and verification, parame-

ter identification and validation. As followed, worm gear and rubber

damper are modeled. At last, drive is modeled as an assembly of these

three components.

4.1.1 DCPM motor

4.1.1.1 Mathematical description

Figure 4.2: DCPM motor. 1. Electrodes 2. Shaft of armature

In Fig. 4.2, it is a DCPM brush motor. It transforms electrical energy

into mechanical energy. Many books and papers have been published to

descibe DCPM motor from different perspectives and in different level

of accuracy [77, 78, 79, 80]. The mathematical description of DCPM
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motor in this work builds up energy balance of Direct Current (DC)

motor from electrical and mechanical characteristics. The equivalent

electrical circuit of DCPM motor is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Equivalent circuit of DCPM motor

According to Kirchof’s voltage law, electrical and mechanical balances

are described

Ua = Ra · ia + La · d

dt
ia + ke · ωa (4.1a)

kt · ia = Mc + V isc · ωa + Ja · d

dt
ωa +Mla (4.1b)

In equation 4.1, Ua and ia are each the voltage across electrodes and the

current through electrodes. ωa is the rotational velocity of armature.

Mla is the actual torque applied at armature. The rest of quantities

are parameters for DCPM motor. Their definition and composition are

listed in Tab. 4.1. These parameters are each simplified to represent

certain properties of DCPM motor. For example, internal resistance of

DCPM motor, Ra, abstracts resistive characteristic of winding, brush,

commutator and brush voltage drop and leak current.

4.1.1.2 Mechatronic model and verification

The symbolic representation of DCPM motor in simulation is shown in

Fig. 4.4. It has three pins as interfaces with other components. The

two electrical pins are labelled with plus and minus signs. The last pin

is the mechanical pin as shaft of armature. The voltage across electrical

pins, Ua, is named in another way cross variable and the current flow-

ing through the two pins, ia, is through variable. Cross and through
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Table 4.1: Parameter definitions of DCPM motor model

Parameter Definition Composition
Ra Effective resistance resistance of winding

resistance of brush
resistance of commutator
voltage drop on brush
leak current on brush
. . .

La Effective inductance inductance of winding
inductance of brush
inductance of commutator
. . .

ke Back EMF constant
(Electromotive Force)

kt Torque constant
Ja Effective inertia of

rotor
inertia of winding
inertia of commutator
inertia of ring magnet
. . .

Mc Coulomb friction Mechanical friction loss at
bearing
Mechanical friction loss at
brush and commutator

V isc Viscous friction
coefficient,
damping constant

aerodynamic losses

variables are always associated to pins of different sciences. Base on the

analogy [81, 82], similar idea is used in mechanical pins. In the case

of mechanical translational movement, cross and through variables are

displacement and force, or velocity and force. For rotational movement,

they are angle and torque, or angular velocity and torque. In other sci-

ences, like thermal dynamics and optics, cross and through variable are

defined to simulate different physical effects[83]. The shaft of arma-

ture in DCPM motor model has angle as cross variable and torque as

through variable.
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Figure 4.4: Model of DCPM motor

Behind the graphic model of DCPM motor, the same mathematical

equations as in Eq. 4.1 are implemented in VHDL–AMS to describe

electrical and mechanical behaviors. The concrete content and structure

of models in VHDL–AMS are presented in appendix A. Model of DCPM

motor is shown as an example.

Figure 4.5: Verification of DCPM motor model

Verification is required, to make sure that requirements are correctly

implemented in models. To verify DCPM motor, current and velocity

as function of torque are defined as target quantities. Their values are

compared between analytical calculation in Mathematica R© and numer-

ical simulation. In both calculations, the same voltage, load torque and

parameter set are provided, as in Fig. 4.5.

The result of comparison in Tab. 4.2 4.3 shows that velocity curves and

current curves from simulation and mathematical calculation overlay

each other. Quantitative difference is less than 0.8%.
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Table 4.2: Speed comparison between calcuation and simulation

Troque [Nm] Vel. Sim. [rpm] Vel. cal. [rpm] Diff. [%]
0.031 5452 5456 0.08
0.050 5171 5171 0.07
0.101 4433 4436 0.07
0.150 3703 3706 0.07
0.200 2974 2976 0.06
0.251 2236 2238 0.04
0.300 1507 1508 0.02

Table 4.3: Current comparison between calcuation and simulation

Troque [Nm] Cur. Sim. [A] Cur. cal. [A] Diff. [%]
0.031 2.44 2.42 0.8
0.050 3.52 3.50 0.5
0.101 6.35 6.34 0.2
0.150 9.15 9.15 0.1
0.200 11.9 11.9 0.1
0.251 14.8 14.8 0.3
0.300 17.6 17.6 0.0

4.1.1.3 Parameter identification

Parameter identification is to find out suitable values of parameter with

suitable methods. In the case of DCPM motor and WR drive, the

author summarizes three possibilities.

1. Drive data sheet or component specification

2. Laboratory method and designated experiments

3. Calculation with existing measurements

DCPM motor has wide applications in industry and in daily life. Lots

of studies have been conducted on modeling and parameterization. A

comparison of methods to identify parameters of DCPM motor are dis-

cussed and attached in appendix B.

In this work, a procedure is developed to find parameter values with

affordable effort but not at the cost of losing precision. The identifica-
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tion is flexible, by using different information resources and combining

different methods. Tab. 4.4 shows the identification method.

Table 4.4: Parameter identification of DCPM motor

Parameter Unit Identification
Ra Ohm Supplier specification or calculation
La uH Supplier specification
ke V/(rad/s) Calculation from characteristic lines
kt Nm/A Calculation from characteristic lines
Mc Nm Calculation from characteristic lines
V isc Nm/(rad/s) Experiments or calculation
Ja kg*m2 Supplier specification

Mainly, there are two sources. One direct source is component spec-

ification or data sheet from suppliers. The other indirect one is to

deduce values from characteristic curves(performance curves) measure-

ments. Normally, component specification or data sheet could provide

the electrical and mechanical characteristic values, like rotor inertia

and winding resistance and inductance. But, other parameters may be

provided with additional cost. The problems are

• the cost to obtain additional parameter is usually higher than the

added value.

• Suppliers may also decline the request with the argument that

they are their “Know-Hows”.

• Automobile industry is cost sensitive. Every piece of additional

request in component specification means more cost.

To overcome the problems, the other part of parameters are obtained

through the industry standardized measurements. One of the stan-

dardized measurements for WR drive is characteristic curves, or called

performance curves.

Fig. 4.6 shows a measurement characteristic curves for a WR drive.

For DCPM motor, the same measurement exists. In the result of mea-

surements, the x-axis is torque applied at drive, the left y-axis is ro-
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tational velocity and the right y-axis is current. The colored lines in

the figure are the measurements in both clockwise and anti clockwise

rotation, while the dashed lines mark boundary of drive characteristics.

The graphic gives an straightforward impression. Besides, there are

discrete measurement information at two torque points. At each torque

point, values of velocity and current are measured and recorded. As a

standard, the two torque points are each taken at 10% and 50% of the

maximal torque of drive.

Figure 4.6: Measurement of characteristic curves

The values of velocity and current at two torque points are inputs for

parameter calculator. The output are Ra, ke, kt andMc. The parameter

calculator is developed in this work. With it, all parameters for DCPM

motor can be identified.

4.1.1.4 Validation

The goal of validation is to ensure that right models are found for target

objects or processes. There are many ways of validation [84]. One of the
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direct ways is to compare model simulation results with measurements

of objects in reality. However, criteria should be set before validation

actions are carried out. It prevents that comparisons take too much

details in account, which then leads to the loss of overview. In the case

of DCPM motor model, general criteria are defined as below.

• The parameter set should achieve a high degree of approximation

of speed-torque curves of DCPM motor within working range un-

der room temperature.

• The effort should be reasonable to achieve necessary preision in

identifying values of parameters and validating simulation models.

The working range of DCPM motor is defined in the thesis to be from

10% to 80% of maximal torque. In such range, the behavior of DCPM

motor has a high degree of linearity. Meanwhile, it can already provide

a good basis for later comparison with drive performance curves and it

covers completely normal working range of drive. In the range of 80%

to 100%, measurement equipment can not determine a relatively precise

value of moment at armature, rotational velocity and current, because

of the disturbance from commutating process at low speed. In the range

of 0% to 10%, the effects of brush voltage drop, brush leak current and

brush resistance lead to a slight different linearity. Additionally, under

normal working condition, the range of 0% to 10% is not used.

Not to over load motor tests, it is developed in the thesis to deduce

part of parameters from standardized measurements of DCPM motor

performance curves. Parameter set is searched under room tempera-

ture. For motor models under -30◦C and +80◦C, another two set of

parameters can be identified with the same method. It needs less ef-

fort, in comparison with determining temperature coefficient of each

single parameter. At the moment, this method is sufficient to provide

reliable parameter set for investigating motor behaviors under different

temperature.
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Figure 4.7: Procedure of parameter identification and validation

The validation processes in this section will be divided mainly into

two segments. The first one is about deducing parameter values. The

second one is simulating performance curves and then comparing simu-

lation result with measurements. The complete procedure of parameter

identification and validation is shown in Fig. 4.7.

The measurements of DCPM motor performance curves are performed

in the test stand shown in Fig. 4.8. The backplate, which stands on the

test platform, holds from one side the motor fixture and from the other

side the relative position of servo drive, velocity and torque sensors. The
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Figure 4.8: Measurement stand of DCPM motor performance curves

motor body is clamped by the fixture and the armature is coupled with

servo drive through the hole on the backplate. When one measurement

starts,

• Step 1: Motor is driven with 13V and servo drive pushes motor

in this phase to rotate at about 6200 rpm. At this speed, motor

is working as a generator. Torque sensor shows a negative value.

• Step 2: The speed of servo drive decreases slowly so that the

motor current increases to be positive, until torque sensor reaches

zero. At this moment, the no–load speed and no–load current of

motor are recorded.

• Step 3: Speed of servo drive is decreased further. Servo drive

serves as linear increasing load to motor. Speed of motor decreases

gradually and current increases.

• Step 4: Speed reduction continues until motor is stalled. At that

time, stall torque and stall current of motor are recorded.

Between the no–load point and stall point, torque, speed and current

are observed and recorded.

Measurements of performance curves are used to identify parameters of

DCPM motor models. The identification procedure can process single

measurement data. It can also be exploited in processing a group of

motors.
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Figure 4.9: Fitting measurements and ripple in curves
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed

a) Identification procedure of single measurement

The procedure firstly filters row data of a measurement to find speed–

torque curves and current–torque curves over defined working range.

Then the two curves are fit with first order polynomial approximation,

to be linear lines. The reason is that measurement has ripples because of

commutating process, shown in Fig. 4.9. From the linear lines, velocity

and current at two different torque points are selected. Six values in

two torque points, together with inductance and inertia, are given to

the parameter calculator. The parameters, output from calculator, then

will be simulated in DCPM motor model and the result is compared

with measurement.

Fig. 4.10 demonstrates the procedure. Fig. 4.10(a) is the row data

from measurement. It is the change of motor torque over time, where
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Figure 4.10: Validation of single motor
(a) Measured armature torque over time
(b) Comparison of fitting and measured speed–torque curves
(c) Comparison of simulation and measured speed–torque curves
(d) Comparison of simulation and measured current–torque curves

it is seen that lots of vibration take place almost at the end of mea-

surement. After cutting and fitting process, the output of speed–torque

curve is compared to measured curve, shown in Fig. 4.10(b). With

the calculated model parameters, the comparison of speed–torque curve

and current–torque curve between measurement and simulation are pre-

sented in Fig. 4.10(c) and (d). In the working range, the difference is

neglectable.

b) Identification procedure of a group of measurements

The comparison above proves the validation of motor model and param-

eter set for single motor. In practices, two motors with the same design,

the same production line and the same batch can hardly have the same

performance curves. So, it is meaningful to find a model representing a

family of motors.
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Figure 4.11: Measurements of 5 motors
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed; y-axis 2: current

Five pieces of Bosch 12Nm drives are picked up randomly and sent into

motor performance curve measurements. Before measurements, gear

and gear housing of drives are detached from DCPM motors. Maximal

output torque of this type of DCPM motors can range from 0.35Nm

to 0.45Nm. The measurement results of both rotation directions are

represented in speed–torque curves and current–torque curves, shown

in Fig. 4.11. The Fig. shows that motor stalls at about 0.4Nm and

has a idle rotational velocity at about 6000rpm. The idle current and

stall current are each about 1.2A and 25A. It is clear to see curves

are disordered in the range of high torque. This part is not used in

identification procedures. Each measurement is cut to leave the range

from 10% to 80% of max torque. Linear fitting lines are found for every

motor curves. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 4.12.

Boundaries lines and mean value line are found for the group of fitting

curves, shown in Fig. 4.13. Besides, the middle line between boundaries
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Figure 4.12: Fitting of 5 motors
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed; y-axis 2: current

is produced and it is used as the basis to abstract measurement points

for parameter calculation. The boundaries lines are helpful to have

an overview how much deviation one motor could have from another.

The middle line of boundaries is served to find a nominal parameter

set, representing a group of motors. A phenomenon in the comparison

of fitting curves and boundary curves is that no motor is overlapping

boundaries in the complete range.

Values of speed and current are measured at two different points of

torque on the middle line of fitting boundaries. At point ian, n = 1, 2,

it is defined, Mn as armature torque, ian as motor current, and ωan as
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Figure 4.13: Min, max and mean curves of fitting of 5 motors
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed; y-axis 2: current

armature velocity. All the six values are input to automatic calculation

tool, together with motor inertia, inductance and testing conditions.

Inside the parameter tool, the calculation processes are done in the fol-

lowing steps. Mn, ian, ωan, n = 1, 2 are applied to equations 4.1. Then,

obtain,

Ua = Ra · ia1 + La · d

dt
ia + ke · ωa1 (4.2a)

kt · ia1 = Mc + V isc · ωa1 + J · d

dt
ωa +M1 (4.2b)

Ua = Ra · ia2 + La · d

dt
ia + ke · ωa2 (4.2c)

kt · ia2 = Mcoul + V isc · ωa2 + J · d

dt
ωa +M2 (4.2d)
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According to Eq. 4.2a, when ia = 0 and ia is about to increases, ωa

reaches the high value. It is called idle speed, ωi, and can be obtained.

ωi =
ωa1 − ωa2

ia2 − ia1
· ia1 + ωa1 (4.3)

With ωi, ke is abtained through

Ua = La · d

dt
ia + ke · ωidle (4.4a)

ke =
Ua − La · d

dt
ia

ωi
(4.4b)

d

dt
ia =

dia
dM

· dM
dt

=
ia2 − ia1
M2 −M1

· dM
dt

(4.4c)

dM

dt
= const. (4.4d)

In equations 4.4, the rate of torque increment is known, because the

torque of DCPM motor is applied with a servo drive, which is pro-

grammed to constantly increase the torque from 0Nm to 0.5Nm over

3 seconds.

Substract equation 4.2c by equation 4.2a gives

0 = (ia2 − ia1) ·Ra +Ke · (ωa2 − ωa1) (4.5a)

Ra = ke · ωa1 − ωa2

ia2 − ia1
(4.5b)

Substract equation 4.2d by equation 4.2b gives

(ia2 − ia1) · kt = V isc · (ωa2 − ωa1) + (M2 −M1) (4.6a)

Kt =
(V isc · (ωa2 − ωa1) + (M2 −M1))

ia2 − ia1
(4.6b)
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Substitute kt in equation 4.2b with 4.6b, then

(V isc · (ωa2 − ωa1) + (M2 −M1))

ia2 − ia1
· ia1 = Mcoul + V isc · ωa1 (4.7a)

+ J · d

dt
ωa +M1

V isc =
ia1

M2 −M1

ia2 − ia1
− J

d

dt
ωa −M1

ωa1 +
ωa1 − ωa2

ia2 − ia1
ia1

(4.7b)

d

dt
ωa =

dωa

dM
· dM
dt

=
ωa2 − ωa1

M2 −M1
· dM
dt

(4.7c)

With V isc known from 4.7b, kt becomes known from 4.6b. In the end,

Mcoul can be obtained

Mcoul = ia1 ·Kt −M1 − J
d

dt
ωa − V isc · ωa1 (4.8a)

With the equation and calculation processes above, values of parame-

ters are determined. Until here, parameter identification is done. Pa-

rameters are then applied in the simulation models of DCPM motor.

Models are simulated and simulation results of performance curves are

compared with fitting curves and measurement result.

It is hardly to find difference between simulated curves and middle

curves of fitting boundaries from vision in Fig. 4.14. A quantitative

comparison between these two sets of curves are presented in Fig. 4.15.

The comparison table shows that the rotational speed has a maximal

1.8% difference and the current has a maximal 4.03% difference.

In the end, the simulated performance curves of DCPM motor is com-

pared with physical measurements of 5 motors, shown in Fig. 4.16.

The dark and straight lines indicate simulation result of speed–torque

curve and current–torque curve, while other are measurements. The

two thin vertical lines in Fig. mark the working range from 10% to

80% of maximal torque. Within this working range, the simulated
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Figure 4.14: Comparison simulation with fitting curves
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed; y-axis 2: current

Figure 4.15: Quantitive comparison simulation with fitting curves

speed–torque curves have a good approximation to measurement. The

current–torque curve fits to measurements in the most part but has a

little gap at 0.04Nm and this gap increase as torque decreases to zero.

The reason is that the resistive effect of brush reduces as measurement

goes on. When motor stands still for a while, a thin layer on the sur-

face of brush is oxidized. This oxidization layer has a higher resistance,

in comparison to the resistance of brush itself. When motor starts to

turn, the oxidization layer is worn out and the resistance decreases. In

simulation model this changing resistance is not considered. Therefore,

the simulated rotational speed is a little higher than the measurements

in the low torque range. In the high torque range, simulation results
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Figure 4.16: Comparison simulation with measurements curves
x-axis: torque; y-axis 1: rotational speed; y-axis 2: current

do not have disturbance like in measurement, because commutating

process is not present in model. In the rest, the simulation model is

acceptable to represent a family of DCPM motor.

This method can be applied to other motors from different suppliers,

to produce reliable parameter sets. It is necessary to point out that

the selection of measurement points has influence on parameter set and

then later on the comparison of simulation results. It is possible to

find lots of different combinations of parameters, the simulation with

these parameters can all fit to measurements very well. It is also clear

that searching for better parameter sets can be an infinite loop of im-

provement. The answer to the question, which set of parameters is the

best or until when one has to stop searching for better parameter set,

depends highly on the required quality of simulations and the research

goal. Regarding DCPM motor model, a good coincidence of speed-
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torque curve is under request, with the condition that no additional

effort involves. The parameter identificaiton procedure, developed in

this work, is flexible to fit in use of single motor and also a group of

motors.

4.1.2 Worm gear

4.1.2.1 Mathematical description

A worm gear mechanism is a combination of two gears. One gear is

called “worm”, which is in the form of a screw, while the other is called

“gear” or “gear wheel”, which is similar like a spur gear. In the rest of

the thesis, worm gear will be called gear in short.

The function of worm gear determines its usage in WRs. The worm

gear arrangement decreases rotational speed and increases torque, when

driving power is transferred from worm to gear. In WR systems, DCPM

motors usually have a high output rotational velocity, about 6000 rpm,

and a low output torque ranging from 0.35Nm to 0.45Nm. With worm

gear attached, output speed is reduced to 80 rpm and output torque is

increased to be from 9Nm to 13.75Nm. Then, it can be used in different

designs of WRs and doors. When rotational power is transferred from

gear into worm, worm remains its angular position. In applications,

such non-reversibility in the movement is named self–locking function.

It plays an important role in WR systems to maintain the last position

of glass after power is switched off in motor.

Book [85] and papers [86, 87, 88, 89, 90] have been published on the

topics of mathematical models, theory and practice of worm gear mech-

anism with the purpose to improve the designing and manufacturing

processes of worms and gears. It involves geometrical, dynamical de-

tails and ambient conditions. The model of worm gear mechanism in

this section does not go too deep into details but tries to describe its be-

haviors in an abstract level, because it is not intended to study how the

construction parameters of worm gear effect its output performances.

The focus is the simulation of the behavior of worm gear.
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Figure 4.17: Worm gear mechanism

In this section, the functionality of worm gear is represented in simula-

tion system. To this purpose, the behaviors of worm gear are described

in two working modes, that is, driving mode and self–locking mode.

Under driving mode, driving power is from worm to gear. Under this

condition, speed of worm is reduced by a constant ratio, while torque

of worm is magnified by the same constant ratio and transmission ef-

ficiency. The mathematical equations for driving mode are shown as

below.

ωworm = ωgear · i (4.9a)

Mgear = Mworm · i · η (4.9b)

ω in equations 4.9 are each rotational speed of worm and gear, while

M are each torque at worm and gear. The definition of parameters are

listed in Tab. 4.5. When a torque is applied at gear to drive worm,

worm does not rotate, because of self–locking function. In this period,

worm gear is in self–locking model. Theoretically, angle of worm and

gear does not change. And no matter how great the torque at gear is,

the torque at worm is always zero.

Figure 4.18 demonstrates the basic principle of self-locking function.

An object is placed on a rough plane with Coulomb friction coefficient μ.

The angle α represents friction angle, which is equal to arctan(μ). The

angle between the force direction and vertical direction of the plane is
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Table 4.5: Parameter definitions of worm gear model

Parameter Definition Composition
i gear ratio i = Z2/Z1

Z1 : number of teeth of
worm
Z2 : number of teeth of gear

η efficiency η = Pgear/Pworm

= (Mgear · ωgear)/(Mworm ·
ωworm)
= Mgear/(Mworm · i)

Figure 4.18: Self-locking principle

named β. When β is smaller than α, shown Fig. 4.18, F will not be able

to move the object, no matter how much force is applied. The reason is

that Fp is not enough to overcome the break–away friction force. The

break–away friction force is a product of friction coefficient and the

normal force, while Fn is the projection of F on vertical direction. Here

the mass of object is neglected.
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0 < β <α < 90◦ (4.10a)

tan(β) < tan(α) (4.10b)

sin(β) < cos(β) · tan(α) (4.10c)

Fp =Fn · sin(β) (4.10d)

Fr =Fn · μ = F · cos(β) · tan(α) (4.10e)

Fp <Fn (4.10f)

When the basic principle of self–locking is applied in worm gear, the

ground in Fig. 4.18 is the contacting surface of worm and gear. In

driving mode, β of driving force is greater than α, then worm can drive

gear to rotate. In self–locking mode, the design of worm gear ensures

that β is smaller than α, so that friction force neutralizes projected

force from gear. However, it is not always that the force angle is smaller

than friction angle on contacting surface of worm gear so as to achieve

self–locking function. When the force angle is a little bit greater than

friction angle, self–locking function can be still ensured by the friction

at bearing of worm gear. Therefore, self-locking function is a result of

both friction at contacting surface of worm and gear and at the bearing

of worm gear.

In practice, too much torque at gear is not allowed, because it could

lead to unrecoverable deformation on gear teeth and as a result the

movement of worm gear will not be smooth any more.

4.1.2.2 Model and verification

Model of worm gear mechanism has two pins, shown in Fig. 4.19. The

pin of worm is to connect to armature shaft of DCPM motor. The pin of

gear will act as the output connector of drive. The implementations of

worm gear model in this thesis have three architectures[91]. All realize

the two working modes defined in the last section. However, methods

and internal analysis vary from each other. The first architecture builds
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up model based on the description of behaviors, so it is named to be

behavioral architecture. The second implementation analyzes the in-

ternal interaction of forces at contacting surface and also bearing on a

plane, so it has a name as 2D architecture. The last implementation

have analysis on internal force interactions in space and so it is given a

name 3D architecture. All these architecture of worm gear model are

sharing the same pins to connect with other models in simulations. The

difference among them lies on how much details are involved in internal

analysis and how much information can be used for post processing and

evaluation.

Figure 4.19: Model of worm gear mechanism

4.1.2.3 Behavioral architecture

The internal interpretation of worm gear model in behavioral architec-

ture is represented in Fig. 4.20. Besides the two external pins, there

is one internal pin, namely internal worm. On the left, internal worm

connects a model of gear box. On the bottom, it connects a rotational

friction model. On the right, it is linked to output pin “gear”. Every

pin have a cross variable and through variable, angle ϕ and torque M .

The gear box model has gear ratio as its only parameter, the value of

which is the same to i of worm gear model. The function of gear box

model is to transfer movement from one side to the other side without

additional loss. The transfer functions are equations 4.11a and 4.11b.
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Figure 4.20: Driving mode of behavioral architecture

ϕw = ϕi · i (4.11a)

Mi = Mw · i (4.11b)

Mg = Mi −Mf (4.11c)

ϕg = ϕi (4.11d)

Mf = Fsq (4.11e)

Fsq = Mi · (1− η) (4.11f)

At the internal pin, it deals with torque from three directions. Accord-

ing to nodal circuit analysis principle and Kirchhoff’s current law, the

sum of torque flowing into one node is equal to the sum of torque flow-

ing out. Under driving mode, torque from gear box model flows into

the internal node. There are two branches flowing out. Their relation

are given in equation 4.11c. Because there is no additional processing

model between internal pin and gear, so it gives equation 4.11d. The ro-
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tational friction model serves to produce designated friction loss worm

gear. The amount of friction losses is determined by the parameter η of

worm gear model in Tab. 4.5. The rotational friction model is designed

in the way that the amplitude of friction torque Mf depends linearly on

the friction coefficient and the squeezing force, which presses the two

reletive rotating disks against each other. By carefully parametrizing

the friction model, it can lead to relation quantitatively in equation

4.11e. It is programmed in model that squeezing force Fsq is related to

internal torque by equation 4.11f under driving mode, so that it pro-

duces the same equation as in 4.9, after substituting all ϕi and Mi in

equations 4.11 and making first order differentiation over angle. In this

manner, the working mode of worm gear model is accomplished.

Figure 4.21: Self-locking mode of behavioral architecture

Worm gear model under self-locking mode makes use of the same com-

ponents as under driving mode, shown in Fig. 4.21. But the tendency

of power flow changes to be from gear to worm. As a result, the re-

lation at internal pin switches into equation 4.12c, which means that

gear provides all the torque needed for friction and worm. When the

torque going into worm is zero, then worm will not be able to turn.
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To make it, the same parametrization is applied to friction model and

squeezing force is programmed to have the same quantity as torque of

gear. Therefore, all the torque at gear flows into friction model but not

into worm. Mathematical relations are in equations 4.12. In this way,

self-locking function is realized.

ϕw = ϕi · i (4.12a)

Mi = Mw · i (4.12b)

Mg = Mi +Mf (4.12c)

ϕg = ϕi (4.12d)

Mf = Fsq (4.12e)

Fsq = Mg (4.12f)

Figure 4.22: Working mode determination

The functions of gear box model and rotational friction model are inde-

pendent from working mode of worm gear. In contrast, squeezing force

depends completely on working modes. The determination of working

mode is the important feature of behavioral architecture. Because of

the property of nodal network analysis and the interpretation of mod-
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eling language in simulator, mechanical power at worm is negative and

mechanical power at gear is positive during driving mode, while, during

self-locking mode, power at gear turns to be minus and power at worm

becomes positive. So, working mode can be determined by observing

mechanical power at gear. However, it does not mean that self–locking

is always achievable for every worm gears. In practice with worm gear in

industry, self–locking function acts when power transmission efficiency,

η, is below 50%. When η is higher than 50% and gear tends to drive

worm, worm gear goes into reversed driving mode. This working mode

can be useful for speed modulation in certain cases. But, in applications

of WR systems, it is excluded. The flow chart in Fig. 4.22 shows the

determination process of working mode in behavioral architecture.

4.1.2.4 2D architecture

Comparing with behavioral architecture, 2D architecture realizes worm

gear model based on simplified kinetic and kinematic analysis. In a nar-

row sense, worm gear is a gear box with great internal losses to achieve

self-locking function. The two kinds of functions are realized in behav-

ioral architecture separately. Transmission is implemented by gear box

model, with gear ratio as parameter. The friction model brings internal

losses. Self-locking function is through the manipulation of squeezing

force under two working modes. This way makes use of the advantages

of modeling language, that is, high-level abstraction. However, model-

ing language can also be used in describing detailed physical interaction.

In 2D architecture, the realization of gear box function and self-locking

function are integrated together. Because of the kinematic analysis,

there are no artificial forces. Every force has its physical meaning. The

functions of worm gear model are all performed through the interactions

of these internal forces.

The internal interpretation is presented in Fig. 4.23. Mainly, three

element components are used. Friction model is the same as used in

behavioral architecture. A model, which is called converter, has the

function like a windlass to convert translational movement into rota-
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tional movement and vice verse. The only parameter of converter is

the radius, r. Two instances of it are in 2D architecture. So, One has

radius of worm rw as parameter, while the other has radius of gear rg.

The core component, seen in the center of Fig. 4.23, is called contacting

face. It simulates the reletive movements and force interaction between

worm and gear. This contacting face represents the contact of movable

object and ground in Fig. 4.23. Displacement and force analysis will

be taken place in this component.

Figure 4.23: 2D architecturea of worm gear model

Friction model, which implements Coulomb friction, represents friction

losses at rotational shaft and its bearing. Friction torque changes its

sign as rotational velocity changes its direction. To avoid numerical

problem, friction torque is linearly proportional to relative rotational

velocity when rotational velocity is close to zero. How close speed is

to zero is defined by a parameter called velocity threshold, which has

usually an magnitude in milli or even micro. The meaning of this pa-

rameter is how fast friction torque responds to the change of velocity

direction. Break-away friction is neglected in this friction model, be-

cause of its insignificance. The amplitude of friction torque depends on

radius of shaft, friction coefficient and squeezing force. The squeezing

forces for worm shaft and gear shaft have different sources. At the shaft

of worm, one force presses against bearing from the tangential direction

and another force presses bearing from the axial direction. At the shaft
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of gear, these squeezing force are from tangential and radial directions.

The magnitudes of these forces are calculated in the model of contacting

face.

The model of converter implements function to transform translational

and rotational movements. It has one parameter, r, and the governing

equations are as below.

ϕ · r = S (4.13a)

M = F · r (4.13b)

where ϕ is angle change, S is displacement, M is torque and F is force.

With the instance of converter model at the both sides of worm and

gear, angle and torque at worm ϕw Mw and at gear ϕg Mg are trans-

formed into equivalent position and force in the tangential direction

of worm rotational movement, Sw Fw Sg Fg. The conversion has the

purpose to make it easy to build up equilibrium with forces in two

orthotropic directions. It is also a reason why this is called a 2D ar-

chitecture.The analysis within model of contacting face is divided into

kinetic analysis and force analysis.

Figure 4.24: Kinetic analysis of 2D architecture at contacting face.
S worm: Sw peripheral displacement of worm shaft at pitch circle,
S gear: Sg peripheral displacement of gear shaft at pitch circle,
S face: Sf relative displacement of worm and gear at contacting face,
Ang Lead: ϕl lead angle of worm gear at pitch circle
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a) Kinetic analysis

Figure 4.24 shows worm and its contacting face to gear. In figure,

S worm is the peripheral translational displacement of worm shaft at

pitch circle, while S gear is the similar displacement of gear shaft. S face

stands for the relative displacement at contacting face. The construc-

tion parameter, lead angle ϕl, has the meaning about how much gear

rotates at one worm rotation. This angle is between the extension line

of contacting face and radial direction of worm axis. With ϕl, the re-

lation among these three displacements can be built as in Fig. 4.24.

Mathematically, kinetic analysis in 2D architecture is shown in equa-

tion 4.14a.

Sg = Sw · tan(ϕl) (4.14a)

ϕg · rg = ϕw · rw · tan(ϕl) (4.14b)
ϕw

ϕg
=

rg
rw · tan(ϕl)

(4.14c)

ωw

ωg
=

rg
rw · tan(ϕl)

(4.14d)

i =
rg

rw · tan(ϕl)
(4.14e)

However, if changing translational movement to rotational movement

with pitch radiuses of worm and gear, then equation 4.14a turns to be

equation 4.14b. The ratio of angle change is then as equation 4.14c.

Rotational speed ratio is as 4.14d. The parameter of gear ratio can

therefore be deduced as equation 4.14e. It shows that gear ratio depends

on three construction parameters, ϕl and rw and rg.

b) Force analysis

There are two cases in force analysis. The first case is without considera-

tion of friction at contacting surface. The second case takes friction into

account. As shown in Fig. 4.25, three forces, Fn, FwAxiNf and FwTanNf ,

build up an equilibrium on the side of worm. The similar equilibrium

can be built up on the side of gear too, involving Fn, FgRadNf and

FgTanNf . The graphic equilibriums are shown in middle of Fig. 4.25.

Mathematical representations of equilibriums are listed in equations.
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FwTanNf = Fn · sin(ϕl) (4.15a)

FwAxiNf = Fn · cos(ϕl) (4.15b)

FgRadNf = Fn · sin(ϕl) (4.15c)

FgTanNf = Fn · cos(ϕl) (4.15d)

From the equations above, it can give the following relations.

FwTanNf =FgRadNf (4.16a)

FwAxiNf =FgTanNf (4.16b)

Fn =FwTanNf · sin(ϕl) + FgTanNf · cos(ϕl) (4.16c)

FwTanNf

FgTanNf
=tan(ϕl) (4.16d)

Mw

Mg
=
rworm · tan(ϕl)

rgear
= i (4.16e)

Mw =Mg · i (4.16f)

The analysis above show that normal force builds up a bridge between

worm and gear. The ratio of tangential forces of worm and gear is

depending only on lead angle, if no friction involves. If transforming to

torque, the relation is the same as a gear box without internal losses,

seen in Eq. 4.16f and 4.14e.

Under consideration of friction, friction force is firstly calculated as a

product of normal force and Coulomb friction coefficient μc. Then, it

is inserted in force equilibriums.

Ff = −Fn · μc (4.17a)

The equilibriums with friction forces are graphically shown in the bot-

tom of Fig. 4.25. Forces from worm and gear in different directions are

calculated as in equations.
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FwTan = FwTanNf − Ff · cos(ϕl) (4.18a)

FwAxi = FwAxiNf + Ff · sin(ϕl) (4.18b)

FgTan = FgTanNf + Ff · sin(ϕl) (4.18c)

FgRad = FgRadNf − Ff · cos(ϕl) (4.18d)

Figure 4.25: Force analysis of worm gear in 2D architecture
Frc w Axi nf: FwAxiNf axial force of worm without friction
Frc w Tan nf: FwTanNf tangential force of worm without friction
Frc g Rad nf: FwAxiNf radial force of gear without friction
Frc g Tan nf: FwTanNf tangential force of gear without friction
Frc Normal: Fn Normal force of worm gear at contacting face
Frc fric: Ff friction force of worm gear at contacting face
Ang Lead: ϕl Lead angle of worm gear at pitch circle.
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FgTan

FwTan
=

(1− μc · tan(ϕl))

tan(ϕl) + μc
(4.19a)

Sg

Sw
= tan(ϕl) (4.19b)

Vg

Vw
= tan(ϕl) (4.19c)

PgNf

PwNf
= 1 (4.19d)

Pg

Pw
=

(1− μc · tan(ϕl)) · tan(ϕl)

tan(ϕl) + μc
(4.19e)

With equations 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18, it gives equation 4.19a, comparing

forces from worm and gear when friction is considered. Eq. 4.19a

is actually more universal than Eq. 4.16d. When applying friction

coefficent, μc, to be zero, Eq. 4.19a is reduced to be the same as Eq.

4.16d. It means that Eq. 4.19a covers both conditions with friction

and without friction. From Eq. 4.14a, it gets the displacement ratio,

seen in Eq. 4.19b. It is then easy to obtain the ratio of velocity, as in

Eq. 4.19c. With known ratio of force and velocity, efficiency of power

transmission is as in Eq. 4.19d and 4.19e for both conditions with

friction and without friction. It is clear to see that, when no friction

at contacting face, the power transmission efficiency of worm gear is

100%. With friction considered, power efficiency is a function of μc and

ϕl. When friction coefficient μc transforms into friction angle ϕf , then

power efficiency calculation in equation 4.19e changes in form 4.20b.

μc = tan(ϕl) (4.20a)

η =
Pg

Pw

η =
tan(ϕl)

tan(ϕl + ϕf)
(4.20b)

This form of power transmission efficiency of worm gear is in accordance

with the form in paper [92] and book [85]. It is necessary to point out

that this calculation of power efficiency is limited in the case that worm
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is driving gear with constant friction coefficient. It does not take into

account other factors, for example, worm gear lubrication, temperature,

speed dependent friction and so on. Friction coefficient used in equation

is a representation of whole frictional influence.

Comparing to behavioral architecture, 2D architecture requires more

parameters. These parameters are grouped into two sets. One set is

related to the geometrical information of worm gear. The other set is

related to the friction coefficient, at contacting face and at bearing. The

transmission ratio and power transmission efficiency in behavioral archi-

tecture can be calculated through the combination of parameters in 2D

architecture. The calculations are shown in equation 4.14e and 4.20b.

Figure 4.26 lists parameters of 2D architecture and the sources for iden-

tification. The dimensional information can be obtained from design

Figure 4.26: Parameter identification of 2D architecture

and drawing. Here, radius of worm and gear means each pitch radius.

It is always difficult to identify an exact value of friction coefficient,

because it depends on lots of factors, such as matirial, temperature, lu-

brication and so on. Common methods are to obtain coefficients from

handbook or to determine them empirically. When higher requirement

is placed on accuracy, laboratory experiment can be set up to obtain

more reliable value of friction coefficient.
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Under driving mode, worm drives gear to rotate. Specific rotational

velocity reduction is a result from lead angle and radius of worm wheel

and gear wheel. Worm gear has great internal losses. A major part of

the losses is caused by the friction at contacting faces. For example,

when lead angle and friction angle are set to be 6◦, power efficiency of

worm gear with out considering bearing friction turns out to be about

49.4476%, according to equation 4.20b. Friction coefficient is in value

of tan(6◦), 0.1051. It is seen in this example that friction coefficient

of contacting face has a significant influence on power efficiency under

driving mode.

Ff = Fn · μc (4.21)

Under self–locking mode, gear tends to drive worm. Friction force re-

verses its direction. Its calculation turns to be equation 4.21. Hence,

signs of friction composition in equations 4.18 has to change accordly,

+ to − and − to +. Then, comparison of tangential forces from gear

to worm can be built up, seen in equation 4.22a. Power transmission

efficiency from gear to worm is then equation 4.22b.

FwTan

FgTan
=

tan(ϕl)− μc

(1 + μc · tan(ϕl))
(4.22a)

Pw

Pg
=

tan(ϕl)− μc

(1 + μc · tan(ϕl)) · tan(ϕl)
(4.22b)

When lead angle ϕl is kept unchanged and friction angle ϕf takes three

values, the values of power efficiency changes in the way shown in Tab.

4.6.

The same lead angle and friction angle result that power efficiency is

zero. It means that there is no movement tranferred from gear into

worm. Therefore, self–locking function achieves. When friction angle

is greater than lead angle, power efficiency has negative value, which is

not realistic in reality. When friction angle is smaller than lead angle,

a positive power efficiency is obtained. It means that power flows from

gear into worm. It is expected in this case tangential force of worm is not
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zeor. But, self–locking function can still achieve under this situation,

because there is still great friction at worm bearing. If tangential force

of worm can not overcome bearing friction, worm will not turn and

self-locking function is still achievable. From another perspective, lead

angle is like the force applying angle in the demonstration of self-locking

principle. When lead angle is greater than friction angle, movement

should be able to transfer from gear to worm. When lead angle is smaller

and equal to friction angle, it is expected that self-locking function is

activated.

Table 4.6: Power transmission efficiency under self–locking mode

Lead angle Friction angle Power efficiency
6◦ 5.8◦ 0.349%
6◦ 6◦ 0%
6◦ 6.2◦ −0.349%

In the analysis of driving mode and self-locking mode of 2D architec-

ture, it is seen that friction plays an important role. From one side, it

is the reason for the great internal friction losses under driving mode.

From the other side, it enables the realization of self–locking function.

4.1.2.5 3D architecture

3D architecture of worm gear model advances the analysis of 2D archi-

tecture from being on a plane to being in a space. For worm and gear,

three orthotropic directions are considered, shown in Fig. 4.27. Here,

Tan, Rad and Axi stand each for tangential, radial and axial direction

of shaft. The analysis of angle, torque, displacement and force requires

a new parameter in 3D architecture, that is, press angle ϕp.

The 3D architecture has a similar appearance like 2D architecture in

Fig. 4.23. The same number of element models are used. Models of

converter and rotational friction remain the same. What is different in

friction model is that more forces are making up squeezing force. To

the bearing on worm side, squeezing force is resultant from axial, radial

and tangential force. It is the same with gear side.
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Figure 4.27: Driving mode of 3D architecture
Frc w Axi: FwAxi axial force of worm
Frc w Rad: FwRad radial force of worm
Frc w Tan: FwTan tangential force of worm
Frc g Axi: FwAxi axial force of gear
Frc g Rad: FwAxi radial force of gear
Frc g Tan: FwTan tangential force of gear
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In the model of contacting face, the relation of worm and gear dis-

placement remains the same as in 2D architecture. It is supposed that

the interaction of worm and gear takes place only on the pitch circle.

In this way, ϕp has no influence on the kinetic analysis of worm gear

set. The equations are the same in 4.14 for 2D architecture. The most

remarkable difference between 2D and 3D architectures lays on force

analysis.

In 3D interpretation, normal forces at contacing surface of worm and

gear is projected in three orthotropic directions, as shown in Fig. 4.27.

With the introduction of ϕp, the relations between normal force and

forces in orthotropic directions are as in equation 4.23 from a to f. It

is obvious to find out the relations between orthotropic forces of worm

and gear as in equation 4.23 from g to i.

FwTanNf = Fn · cos(ϕp) · sin(ϕl) (4.23a)

FwAxiNf = Fn · cos(ϕp) · cos(ϕl) (4.23b)

FwRadNf = Fn · sin(ϕp) (4.23c)

FgAxiNf = Fn · cos(ϕp) · sin(ϕl) (4.23d)

FgTanNf = Fn · cos(ϕp) · cos(ϕl) (4.23e)

FgRadNf = Fn · sin(ϕp) (4.23f)

FwTanNf = FgAxiNf (4.23g)

FwAxiNf = FgTanNf (4.23h)

FwRadNf = FgRadNf (4.23i)

As the next step, friction force at contacting face is calculated in the

equation 4.24.

Ff = Fn · cos(ϕp) · μc (4.24)
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Ideally, there is no relative movement of worm and gear on contacting

face in radial direction. Therefore, in this direction there is no friction.

Friction is on the pitch circle and along the relative movement. The

cosinus projection of normal force is on the plane of tangential and

axial forces. It is alos vertical to the pitch circle of worm and gear.

So, it brings the friction force in contacting face on pitch circle. The

friction force is then projected into the orthotropic directions on both

worm and gear side. Under the consideration of friction, the final forces

in all orthotropic directions are as in equations 4.25.

FwTan = FwTanNf − Ff · cos(ϕl) (4.25a)

FwAxi = FwAxiNf + Ff · sin(ϕl) (4.25b)

FwRad = FwRadNf (4.25c)

FgTan = FgTanNf + Ff · cos(ϕp) · sin(ϕl) (4.25d)

FgAxi = FgAxiNf − Ff · sin(ϕl) (4.25e)

FgRad = FgRadNf (4.25f)

With the analysis above, it gives the ratio of tangential force of gear

and worm in equation 4.26a.

FgTan

FwTan
=
cos(ϕp)− μc · tan(ϕl)

cos(ϕp) · tan(ϕl) + μc
(4.26a)

η =
Pg

Pw
=

(cos(ϕp)− μc · tan(ϕl)) · tan(ϕl)

cos(ϕp) · tan(ϕl) + μc
(4.26b)

With the displacement relation unchanged as in 2D architecture, power

transmission ratio can be obtained through equation 4.26b. It is in the

similar form as in book [93] and patent [94]. In the book and the patent,

sinus of press angle ϕp is used instead of cosinus. The reason could be

the definition of ϕp. However, it can be concluded that power efficiency

in 3D architecture depends on friction coefficient μc, lead angle ϕl and

press angle ϕp. If ϕp is applied to be zero, power efficiency of 3D

architecture is in the same form of 2D architecture in equation 4.20b.

When ϕp is designed to be 11.5◦, cos(ϕp) has a value of 0.9799, which

is very close to 1. Therefore, press anlge has an insignificant influence
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on power efficiency.

The working principle of 3D architecture are actually the same as 2D

architecture. Friction at bearing and contacting face brings great losses

in worm gear set when worm drives gear to rotate, while under self-

locking mode internal friction keeps worm still from being turned by

gear. Power efficiency calculation under self–locking mode has a form

as equation 4.27b.

FwTan

FgTan
=
cos(ϕp) · tan(ϕl)− μc

cos(ϕp) + μc · tan(ϕl)
(4.27a)

η =
Pgear

Pworm
=

cos(ϕp) · tan(ϕl)− μc

(cos(ϕp) + μc · tan(ϕl)) · tan(ϕl)
(4.27b)

3D architecture needs one more parameter, press angle ϕp, than 2D

architecture, which can be obtained from drawing. 2D and 3D architec-

tures are similar but 3D architecture has the possibility to bring more

details of force interaction in worm gear.

4.1.2.6 Verification

The verification of worm gear model is to test its functionality, espe-

cially under the two working modes. When worm gear is working in

driving mode, it is expected to have designated internal loss and speed

reduction. When the power efficiency of worm gear is set to be be-

low 50% and gear tries to rotate worm, self-locking function should

be activated. The simplest way to test self-locking function is to see

whether worm has angular change when motor power is switched off.

For verification, test bench is set up as in Fig. 4.28.

In the bench, worm is connected to DCPM motor and gear is loaded

with rotational spring. The DCPM motor is powered by a piecewise

linear voltage source. The voltage sequence is programmed in the way

that motor is driven to rotate in positive direction for four second, then

rest for one second, rotate then in negative direction for another four

second and in the end stop. The characteristics of DCPM motor are

0.35N stall torque, 5800 rpm no-load velocity and 23A stall current.
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Figure 4.28: Test bench of worm gear

Worm gear model is parametrized in test bench to have a 1 : 73 reduc-

tion ratio. In the first simulation, the power efficiency is set 46%, mean-

ing that self–locking function should perform. In the second simulation,

the increased efficiency, more than 50%, should deactivate self-locking

function. The simulation result is in Fig. 4.29. The upper curves are

armature angle of DCPM motor over time. The bottom curvers are

armature velocity of DCPM motor over time. When motor is powered

to turn in positive direction, armature angle increases. One motor con-

nected to worm gear with higher power efficiency has a higher value

of angle change So, within the same period of working time, rotational

velocity of one motor is higher than the other. The explanation is as

following. Under the same load to gear wheel and the same rotational

velocity, output power of worm gear is the same. With higher power

efficiency, less power is required at worm wheel. When speed is the

same to the two motors. Then the torque needed from motor is less.

According to the motor characteristics, less torque means higher veloc-

ity, seen in figure 4.29. It is also true to obtain more angle change in
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Figure 4.29: Parameter and self–locking function

the same period. At the time point of 5s, driving power to motor is

switched off and the stress in rotational spring begins to rotate gear.

The worm gear with less efficiency holds its last position, while the one

with higher efficiency rotates in negative direction. From the figure,

one curve shows that angle decreases and velocity is not zero from 5s to

6s. Afterwards, the motor is driven with negative voltage for another

four second and then stops, self-locking function is present in one worm

gear but not in the other one. This type of simulations proves that

self-locking function is achievable in worm gear model by setting power

efficiency less than 50%.
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Figure 4.30: Comparison among three architectures

The verification is performed with all three architectures of worm gear

model stated in previous section. Behavioral architecture can be di-

rectly parametrized by the two values in test bench. Reduction ratio

is achieved in 2D and 3D architectures by proper values of lead an-

gle, radius of worm and gear. Adapting friction coefficients of bearing

and contacting face can reach the purpose to change power efficiency

in 2D and 3D architectures. Through practices , it is found that power

efficiency has a higher sensitivity to friction coefficient at contacting

face.
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The curves in Fig. 4.30 compare the simulated power efficiency and ar-

mature angle of three architectures. The power efficiency is parametrized

in all three architectures to be 46.3%. The simulated power efficiency

is calculated in model by comparing output power and input power of

worm gear. In the comparison, the difference between simulated and

designated power efficiency is less than 1%. The simulated result from

behavioral and 2D architecture are more close to each other. 3D archi-

tecture is less close to them. The reason is that more bearing frictions

are involved in 3D architecture.

4.1.2.7 Parameter identification and Validation

Three different realizations of worm gear model are presented and ver-

ified. Three architectures have different numbers of parameters. The

identification methods are also different from each other.

For 2D architecture, all the parameters present in the parameter set

of 3D architecture. So, parameterization of the two architecture can be

treated in one process. Basically, parameters are from three sources.

• Drawings

• Handbooks

• Experiments

Most of parameters for the two architectures are regarding the geomet-

rical information of worm gear and they can be obtained directly from

drawings. The rest parameters are friction coefficients at bearing and

at contacting face. One possibility to get friction coefficients is mechan-

ical handbooks. But, it may not be suitable, because friction coefficient

depends on lots of factors and the value from handbook fits to limited

conditions.

More precisely, experiment can be set up to measure output torque

at gear under certain driving torque at worm. The post analysis of

measurements can bring a more trustable value. But, the problem of

this experiment is that it costs efforts to set up.
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The two parameters of behavioral architecture are ratio and power ef-

ficiency. The current worm gear used in WR systems has a gear ratio

ranging from 73 to 86. Ratio of worm gear can be obtained through

drawing. It is also possible to find out the ratio by counting the teeth

on worm wheel and gear wheel. The key parameter of behavioral ar-

chitecture is power efficiency. In industry practices, it is usually in the

range from 40% to 50%. As mentioned before, self-locking function ex-

ists when efficiency is below 50%. But, to fulfill such function under

different temperatures, from -30◦C to 80◦C, it is suggested that the effi-

ciency should be not so close to 50%. In the other aspect, the efficiency

should not be too low, because it could lead that closing time of glass

is longer than customer requirements and implementation of a stronger

motor is needed, which means additional weight in vehicle doors.

In this work, a method is developed to identify power transimission

efficiency, making use of the standardized measurements of motor and

drive characteristic curves. With known gear ratio, power efficiency

can be obtained by comparing the two sets of characteristic curves.

The concrete processes will be presented in the section of drive param-

eter identification. There, the quality of parameters obtained from this

identification procedure is also proofed.

In the following sections of the thesis, behavioral architecture is used

as the main implementation of worm gear model. The advantages of

this architecture are that it has less parameters and these parameters

can be identified with the current existing standardized measurement

methods.

The validation of worm gear models requires the comparison of simu-

lations of worm gear to measurements. One straightforward method is

to make measurements of torque and rotational velocity of worm wheel

and gear wheel. But such direct measurements are not available and

the preparation of measurement costs much effort, One indirect method

of validation is to compare the simulated and the measured drive char-

acteristic curves. Model of DCPM motor is verified and validated by
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comparing its characteristic curves in previous section. If drive model

is also verified an validated with characteristic curves, then worm gear

model is certainly validated. Therefore, the validation of worm gear

model is bound to the validation of drive model. The detailed proce-

dures and results will presented in the section of drive validation.

4.1.3 Rubber damper

Figure 4.31: Gear and rubber damper

Currently there are two types of gear wheel used in WR drive. One

type is one-piece gear and the other can be separated. The gear in Fig.

4.31 is the later one. When gear wheel is opened up, there are three

sets of interconnected rubber dampers inside. The function of rubber

damper is to reduce dynamical spikes and stationary tension on gear

wheel. When glass hits upper frame of door and motor is stalled at

the maximal torque, teeth damage on gear wheel could happen With

implementation of rubber damper, such situation can be prevented.

Compared with system using one–piece gear, stiffness of system using

gear with rubber damper is a little lower.

The function of rubber damper in gear wheel is like a rotational spring.

This spring connects between worm gear drive and shaft to WR me-

chanics. Because of its material property, shape and positioning, the

effective stiffness of rubber damper is not linear. As to the non-linearity,

stiffness of rubber damper is parametrized in model by a look-up ta-

ble. The look-up quantity is angular deformation and the table gives

stiffness as output.
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The model of rubber damper realizes the similar equation as model

of a normal spring. Difference is only that stiffness of rubber damper

depends on deformation.

Mrd = c(Δϕd) ·Δϕd (4.28)

Where Mrd: Deformation torque in rubber damper

c(Δϕd): Stiffness table of rubber damper, depending on deformation

Δϕd: Angular deformation of rubber damper.

Table 4.7: Parameter definitions of rubber damper model

Parameter Definition Composition
c(Δϕd) stiffness of rubber damper look–up table based on

measurement data

Figure 4.32: Measurement data
x-axis: Angle change in ◦

y-axis: Stiffness of rubber damper in Nm/◦
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In stiffness test, gear wheel is fixed in the way that the teeth connecting

to worm do not move. A torque wrench is coupled to the gear shaft.

Torque and angle change are recorded, while torque wrench is rotated.

Figure 4.32 is the measurement result of one gear wheel. To make

use of the measurement, unit is changed from degree into radian and

discrete angle change and stiffness are abstracted to form a table. In

model of rubber damper, the table rebuilds the relation between angle

change and stiffness in piecewise linear method. In this process, an

appropriate discrete interval is chosen to make sure that look–up table

is not too large and meanwhile sufficient information is stored so as to

reproduce stiffness without great losses of accuracy.

Figure 4.33: Comparison of rubber damper stiffness over temperatures
x-axis: Angle change in ◦

y-axis: Stiffness of rubber damper in Nm/◦

The same measurements of rubber damper stiffness are conducted in

left and right rotations and also under three temperature. In Fig. 4.33,

it is seen that, under the same temperature, the stiffness does not dif-

fer from left and right rotation. However, temperature has a great

influence. Under -40◦C, rubber damper is quite stiff than under room
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temperature. Under 80◦C, rubber damper is softer than usually, but the

difference to room temperature is not much. With these measurement

data, stiffness tables can be built for rubber damper under different

ambient temperatures. The parameter identification process has en-

sured the validation of rubber damper model. So, the validation is not

presented.

4.1.4 Drive

4.1.4.1 Mathematical description, model and verification

Figure 4.34: Motor and gear coupling

In the physical systems, WR drive is an assembly of DCPM motor and

gear. On the left side of Fig. 4.34 is a WR drive, produced by Bosch.

The right side shows how DCPM motor couples with gear, with worm

gear housing removed.

The same to physical systems, modeling WR drives assembles models

of DCPM motor, worm gear and rubber damper. The mathematical

representations of DCPM motor are equations 4.1a and 4.1b. Under

working mode of worm gear model, movement is transferred according

to following equations.

ωw = ωg · i (4.29a)

Mw · i · η = Mg (4.29b)
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With the effect of worm gear added in these two equations of DCPM

motor model, the mathematical representations of WR drive are then

Ua = Ra · ia + La · d

dt
ia + ke · ωg · i (4.30a)

kt · ia = Mc + V isc · i · ωg + J · i · d

dt
ωg +

Mg

i · η (4.30b)

The model of rubber damper has negligible influence on stationary ro-

tational velocity and torque of gear wheel. Within the normal working

range of drive, 1Nm to 5Nm, the deformation of rubber damper is in

range between 1 degree and 6 degree under room temperature, shown

in the measurement data in Fig. 4.32. During one stroke of WR, gear

wheel turns almost 4 rounds, which is 1440 degree. The deformation

of rubber damper here is almost incomparable. From another aspect,

the load from WR firstly presses on rubber damper and then rubber

damper presses on gear wheel. Actually, the torque going through rub-

ber damper has the same value as the load to drive. There is then no

torque losses made by rubber damper. In this sense, the mathematical

description of WR drive does not consider the effect of rubber damper.

The quantity, Mc, in equations 4.30b indicates the Coulomb friction

inside of DCPM motor. Mg is the load on gear wheel. If this load

is zero, it is seen in equation 4.30b that there is no loss from worm

gear housing. But, in reality, no-load current of drive is usually a little

higher than the no-load current of DCPM motor. Such fact means that

gear and gear housing bring additional friction in drive under no-load

condition. It is explicable because worm gear housing leads to friction

at bearings and traction force of grease between worm wheel and gear

wheel can also contribute to friction effect. To represent this part of

friction, a quantity is introduced, Mgc, as a constant friction loss in

drive model. Then equation 4.30b is improved to be

kt · ia = Mc + V isc · i · ωg + J · i · d

dt
ωg +

Mg

i · η +Mgc (4.31a)
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Mathematical descriptions above provide basis to verify the model of

drive. The equations are inputted into Mathematica R© to find the ana-

lytical solution of rotational velocity and current over time. Simulation

of drive gives numarical solution of velocity and current. The two calcu-

lation are provided with the same parameter set and the same working

condition. The comparison between two calculations are presented in

Fig. 4.35. It compares drive current and rotational velocity of gear

wheel over torque. Quantitatively, velocity has a difference less than

0.07% and current has difference less than 0.7%.

Figure 4.35: Verification of drive model

4.1.4.2 Parameter identification and validation

Parameter set of drive model is a collection of parameter sets of three

component models. The methods of parameter identification of DCPM

motor model and rubber damper model have been explained in their

sections above. The parameter identification of worm gear model and

drive model is achieved by comparing characteristic curves of DCPM

motor and drive. The detailed processes of parameter identification is

shown in Fig. 4.36.

Characteristic curves of WR drive are measured in the test stand shown

in Fig. 4.37. Electrical wires supply power and also control signals to

drive. Gear of drive is coupled to test stand as in picture on the right

side. When measurement starts, drive is firstly powered with rated

voltage, 13V , so that drive starts to rotate into the max speed in one

direction. Afterwards, torque is applied and it increases as linearly

as possible. As torque increases, rotational velocity of drive decreases

until drive is stalled at the max torque. During the process, voltage,
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Figure 4.36: Validation procedure of drive model

current, rotational velocity and torque are recorded by test stand. One

time of measurement takes about 2 seconds. The same measurement

will be repeated when drive rotates in the other direction. At the end,

measurement result will be presented.

There are altogether ten measurements of characteristic curves from

five drives, shown in Fig. 4.38. These drives in measurements are

type of Bosch FPG2 12Nm and each has been tested in clock-wise and

anti-clock-wise rotation. Unlike DCPM motors, characteristic curves

of drives have more deviation between each other. There are irregular

gaps between clock-wise and anti-clock-wise measurement, as well as

between one drive and another drive. It is also clear to see that the

vibrations in curves is non-periodic and curves have poor linearity. It

can be resulted from two aspects, that is, drive and test stand. Center-

to-center distance of worm wheel and gear wheel may not be able to be

kept constant. Pitch circle on gear wheel may shift when load increases.

On the other side, test stand have tolerance in measurements.
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Figure 4.37: Test stand of drive characteristic curves

The measurements of characteristic curves of WR drive are processed

in three steps. In short, they are cutting, fitting and calculating.

Step 1: cutting

The first step is to cut measurements to obtain data only in working

range. Normally, drive needs 2Nm to 4Nm to lift up window glass.

When obstacle is encountered, approximate 1Nm is built up addition-

ally as load. Considering tolerances of systems, working range of drive

is extended to be from 1Nm to 6Nm.

Step 2: fitting

The second step is to linearly fit the cut data. Figure 4.39 shows one

example of the cut data, its fitting curve and the comparison. The gap

between fitting curve and measurement is inevitable. Detailed investi-

gation will be not conducted, because the focus is the macro behavior

of drives. So, fitting curves will be used to represent the macro behavior

of drives. The fitting curve provides a basis to compare with the almost

linear characteristic curves of DCPM motors. To be representative for

a group of drives, the processes of cutting and fitting are applied to

all measurements. From the cluster of fitting results, the boundaries

and mean values are found, shown in Fig. 4.40. The mean value curve

is used then in the next step to compare with characteristic curves of

DCPM motor, which identify efficiency of worm gear.
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Figure 4.38: Measurements of five drives
x-axis: torque in Nm; y-axis 1: rotational velocity in rpm; y-axis 2:
current in A

Step 3: Calculating

The third step is to calculate power transmission efficiency out of the

processing result of meansurements. Any coordinates on the line of

DCPM motor velocity can be expressed in a function with parameters

of ωa0, MaMax, and slope, sa. So it is the same with drive velocity curve.

Here, a indicates armature and d indicates drive. The expressions are

shown in Eq. 4.32.

ωa = sa ·Ma + ωa0 (4.32a)

ωd = sd ·Md + ωd0 (4.32b)
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Figure 4.39: Cutting and fitting of measurement in working range
x-axis: torque in Nm; y-axis 1: rotational velocity in rpm; y-axis 2:
current in A

With known reduction ratio of worm gear, it gives Eq. ?? and ??.

Output torque at gear can be expressed by torqur at armature in the

way of equation ??.

ωa = ωd · i (4.33a)

ωa0 = ωd0 · i (4.33b)

Ma · i · η = Md (4.33c)

Then, substitute Eq. 4.32b with Eqs. 4.35. We obtain,

ωa

i
= sd · Ma

i · η +
ωi0

i
(4.34)
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Figure 4.40: Fittings and boundaries of meansurement
x-axis: torque in Nm; y-axis 1: rotational velocity in rpm; y-axis 2:
current in A

And divide Eq. 4.34 with Eq 4.32a, it gives 4.35a.

Sa = Sd · i2 · η (4.35a)

η =
Sa

Sd · i2 (4.35b)

With it,efficiency of worm gear is expressed to be a function of gear

ratio, slopes of velocity curves of DCPM motor and drive. With known

gear ratio and slopes, power efficiency can be calcualted.

In the case of Bosch FPG2 12Nm drives, worm gear ratio is known to

be 73. Slope of armature speed over armature torque is −14639.24 and

slope of drive speed over drive torque is −6.00. The two slopes can be
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Figure 4.41: Identification of power efficnecy
Left: Rotational velocity over torque of DCPM motor
Right: Rotational velocity over toruqe of drive

abstracted from their fitting curves. Applying these values to equation

4.35b, power efficiency is calculated to be 0.45162397. Until this step,

one of the most important parameters are found for worm gear. The

next step is to check, whether this set of parameters are valid or not.

The simulation of drive characteristic curves is carried out. Principally,

the setup of simulation is the same as the test bench in verification of

worm gear model. So, the setup is not shown here. The simulation

result is presented in Fig. 4.42. The two long lines are result from

simulation, while the short lines are fitting results of measurements.

Clearly, there is a gap between the two sets of curvers. The fact is that

the gap is constant over the range from 1Nm to 6Nm. In another word,

the two set of curves are parallel. In a close look, simulated drive has a

higher rotational speed and lower current consumption compared with

measured drive at the same point of output torque. It means that the

simulated drive is more efficient and more powerful. In the mathemat-

ical description of drive models, there is still a unidentified parameter,

that is, Coulomb friction loss in worm gear housing Mgc. This gap can

help to identify its value. In Fig. 4.43, the torque difference of the two

curves is about 0.4097Nm. This value is applied to parameter Mgc.

Drive characteristic curves are simulated again.
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Figure 4.42: Torque difference

A quantitative comparison between simulated and fitting characteristic

curves is in Fig. 4.44. The difference in rotational velocity is less

than 0.23%, while in current is 3.6%. Within the working range, this

comparison result can already satisfy the requirements to drive models.

In the end, the simulated characteristic curves of WR drive is compared

with measurements. The two bold curves are results from simulation.

The rest curves are measurements. The working range is marked with

two vertical lines in Fig. 4.45, from 1Nm to 6Nm. Within working

range, simulated curves overlap measurements. In the range of low

torque, simulated results fit to measurements also in a fine way. Simu-
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Figure 4.43: Torque difference

Figure 4.44: Quantitative comparison of simulated characteristic
curves and fitting of measurements

lated curves do not deviate from the extension of measurements much.

As torque turns bigger than 6Nm, the gaps in velocity and current turn

also bigger. In this range, simulated current has a stronger deviation,

compared to simulated velocity. The reason is that additional friction

losses are brought into drives as load becomes more. The additional

friction goes into contacting face of worm wheel and gear wheel and it

goes also into bearings in worm gear housing. This part of friction is

not in drive model. It leads that simulated drives are stronger and more

efficient than real drives.

The identified power transmission efficiency can not represent the real

efficiency in this range of strong torque. There are several methods to

improve the coincidence in this range. One possible solution is to imple-

ment a torque-dependent power transmission efficiency of worm gear.

Another possibility of improvement is to make Mgc dependent on out-

put torque. As output torque becomes greater, Coulomb friction torque

gets greater at the same time. It is also possible to introduce another

parameter as additional friction torque When high load is applied.

Currently, the focus of simulating WR systems places on the working

range. It is defined in the section of mathematical model of drive. In

this range, the comparison shows that simulated curves go through the
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Figure 4.45: Comparison between simulation and measurements

channel formed by measured curves. It proves the validation of simula-

tion models for WR drives. Therefore, the drive model can represent a

group of WR drives within working range in simulations.

As mentioned in validation of DCPM motor model, it is possible to find

lots of different combinations of parameters. The simulation with them

can all fit very well with measurements. It is still true with drive model.

If the working range changes a little bit, the fitting of measurements

will result into a different curve. A slight difference in the curve slope

will have a big impact of the calculation of power efficiency. As a result,

comparison between simulations and measurements will have another

outcome. Whether the outcome is good or bad depends on the criteria

of evaluation. Between the complexity of models and the evaluation of
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outcomes, a balance should be kept. This work presents a realization

to build, verify and validate a drive models. Several proposals of im-

provement are also explained. Manual preparation of drive model is not

advisory, because it deals with works in many steps. With measurement

data of DCPM motor and drive available, automatic procedures can be

created to cut, fit data and calculate necessary parameters, so that a

library of WR drives can be built with good efficiency.

As a summary, drive model is created by integrating DCPM motor

model, worm gear model and rubber damper model. The rotational

velocity over torque is the most important criterion to determine the

validation of drive model. The comparison shows that simulated speed

curve has a good fitting to measurements in working range. It proofs

the reliability of drive model so that it can be used in simulations later.

4.2 Rail guided cable driving window reg-

ulator Mechanism

In chapter two, three types of WR mechanisms are presented. In this

section, the focus is placed on rail guided cable driving window mech-

anism (rail WR), because it is currently the mainstream. Although

there are several variants, they are built up mostly by the standardized

components. Therefore, this section begins with components modeling,

followed by modeling mechanisms.

4.2.1 Components

Rail WR mechanism consists of common components of cable, cable

drum, bowden cables, pulleys, sliders, compressing springs and rails.

Component model places focus more on its influence on movement

transformation and friction losses. The properties of mass and the in-

ertia of them are neglected, because the kinetic energy of them are

insignificant, in comparison to motor armature and window glass. The

stiffness of cable is also not taken into account. At the end of pro-

duction, cable in WR is in tension. During life time, tension in cable
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decreases slowly. But cable elasticity is still greater than the rest of

system. So, cable in model is taken as a rigid body.

Table 4.8: Kinetic energy of motor armature and window glass

Armature 8.0e− 06 kg/m2 Rot. Speed 398 rad/ s Ek 0.637 J
Glass 3 kg Speed 0.12m/ s Ek 0.021 J

4.2.1.1 Cable drum

Figure 4.46: Cable drum

Cable drum connects drive and cable. It transforms movement, so that

cable drives window upwards or downwards. Seen in Fig. 4.46, cable

drum clenches drive gear tightly through its inner pinion. Each side of

drum locks one end of cable. The channels on periphery guide cable

to wrap over drum. Cable goes through two channels formed in cable

drum housing to connect other components. Drive is also screwed on

cable drum housing, so as to fix the relative position of drive and cable

drum.

a) Mathematical description and model

In a simple way, cable drum can be imagined as a composition of two

windlasses, with each windlass connecting to one cable. The two wind-

lasses have the same radius. So, cables from two side have the same

position and displacement all the time, when cable deformation is ne-

glected. The resultant torque is then the sum of torque from two wind-

lasses. Another effect which has to be considered is friction losses. The
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sliding friction takes place between shaft and drive gear The two cable

forces Fc1 Fc2 results a normal force Fcn pushing cable drum against

drive gear and as consequence drive gear is pushed against shaft. When

drive runs without cable drum, the friction torque Mcf at shaft is very

small because the normal force Fcn pressing gear against shaft is min-

imal. Only when drum with wrapped cable meshes drive, there is no-

ticeable friction torque at drive shaft. The amplitude of friction losses

depends on the normal force Fcn, friction coefficient μgs and radius of

gear shaft rgs. Normal force has dependency on cable forces Fc1 Fc2 and

angle between two cables αc.

Scd = ϕcd ∗ rcd = Sc1 = Sc2 (4.36a)

Mcd = Mc +Mcf (4.36b)

Mc = rcd · (Fc1 − Fc2), (Fc1, Fc2 ≥ 0) (4.36c)

Mcf = μgs · Fcn · rgs (4.36d)

Fcn =

√
Fc1

2 + Fc1
2 − 2 cos(αc)Fc1Fc2 (4.36e)

ηcd =
Mc

Mcd
(4.36f)

where

Scd: peripheral translational displacement of cable drum

ϕc: angle change of cable drum

Sc1: peripheral translational displacement of cable 1

Sc2: peripheral translational displacement of cable 2

Mcd: torque of cable drum to drive

Mc: torque resulted from cable forces

Mcf : torque resulted from friction in cable drum

ηcd: ratio between resultant torque and driving torque

Eq. 4.36 are the mathematical description of cable drum. The model

is shown in Fig. 4.47. The model has a short list of parameters. The

name of parameters and their definition are in Tab. 4.9.
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Figure 4.47: Model of cable drum

Table 4.9: Parameters of cable drum model

Parameter Definition
rcd wrapping radius of cable
rgs radius of gear shaft
αc angle between two cables
μgs Coulomb friction coefficient between gear and shaft

b) Parameters and identification

Basically, three sources or methods are provided for parameter identi-

fication.

• Drawings

• Handbooks

• Experiments

The identification of the dimensional information succeeds with tech-

nical drawings. To increase the creditability, it is also not a big effort

to make measurement in the real component or in the assembly of WR,

with tools like vernier caliper and angle gauge. However, it is always a

topic how to ascertain a precise value of friction coefficient.

Mechanical handbook and tribology data bank provide one way to

identify friction coefficient. In WR drive, drive gear is usually made

of Polyoxymethylene (POM). Gear shaft has two variants, the tradi-

tional is from steel and the new-coming is from Polypropylene (PP).
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Friction and wear between plastics and steel usually depend on fac-

tors of hardness and roughness of steel surface, load and sliding surface

temperature. The dry friction coefficient between POM and steel has a

range from 0.15 to 0.20 [95]. For plastic material coupling, the adhesive

behavior, which is related to energy loss at contacting surface, is a factor

for friction. The relation is determined often by experiments. Another

important factor, which should be considered, is lubrication. In gear

housing, grease is smeared at contact between worm and gear and at

contact between gear and shaft. With using grease, friction coefficient

between gear and shaft decreases further [95].

Figure 4.48: Drive test stand

As supplement, measurement can be designed and conducted to find

friction losses or coefficient at drive gear and its shaft. Ideally if torque

generated by drive and effective torque to pull cables are known, the

difference between the two torques is then the loss resulted by friction.

The effective torque can be calculated by equation 4.36c. But the gen-

erated torque can be measured indirectly and afterwards calculated. In
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the test stand in Fig. 4.48, drive together with cable drum is fixed on

the fixture. One cable is wrapped on cable drum and is pulled by mass

around a pulley with ball bearing. The pulling force in cable is mea-

sured by force sensor. While drive is powered to turn in two directions,

the current and voltage are recorded. With measured cable force and

known radius of cable drum, effective torque is available. To obtain the

generated torque, measured current and voltage are mapped through

drive characteristic curves, which defines relation among drive velocity,

current and torque. With the torque difference known, friction coef-

ficient can be calculated. The value of friction coefficient varies itself

from motor to motor and from project to project. In the simulation

model of cable cable, the friction coefficient is guided to set in range

from 0.06 to 0.20.

4.2.1.2 Bowden cable

Bowden cable (bowden) is used in WR system with the purpose to

regulate the course of cable so as to bypass other components in vehicle

doors. It is preferred not to employ bowden, because bowden brings

friction loss. The friction loss in bowden is the effect to be studied and

described in model. The shape and bending of bowden are not taken

into consideration.

a) Mathematical description and model

Based on the assumption that cable is rigid and does not have mass,

the two ends of bowden have always the same position changes and

the forces are calculated according to captstan equation [96, 97] or belt

friction equation. Seen in Fig. 4.49, a bowden is from point A to point B

with wrap angle α and friction coefficient μ between coupling material.

When cable is pulled to move into bowden at B and out at A, pulling

force Fa has relation to Fb as Eq. 4.37a.

Fa = Fb · eμ·α (4.37a)

Fr = Fa − Fb = Fb · (1− eμ·α) (4.37b)
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Figure 4.49: Forces in bowden

To be valid when cable is pulled from point B, the relation has then

form 4.38a.

Fa = Fb · eμ·α·sgn(V ) (4.38a)

η =
Fb

Fa
= e−μ·α·sgn(V ) (4.38b)

b) Parameters and identification

The two parameters of bowden model are wrap angle α and friction

coefficient μ. The value of wrap angle can be identified with design of

WR and drawings.

Similar to drum, it is quite complicated to determine value of friction

coefficient in bowden, because it depends on lots of different factors,

such as

• Coupling materials. Basically, the two coupling materials have

fundamental influences. In WR application, inner tube of bowden

is from POM and polyethylene (PE). Cable is normally from steel.

• Winding pattern, surface coating and treatment of cable

• Wears. As wears increase during lift time, friction coefficient in-

creases.

• Temperature. Temperature is another important factor, when one

of the coupling materials is plastic.

The friction loss in bowden is measured. From it, friction coefficient

can be estimated. The left side of Fig. 4.50 shows that a bowden is

fixed on test stand, with a wrap angle as 180◦. The two ends of cable are
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each pulled by a servo drive. In one run, cable is pulled from left side

and the servo drive on the right side serves as load. In the next run, the

situation reverses. The force sensors in servo drive measure all the time

pulling forces in both side. Such test is carried out with several samples

of bowden from one type under three temperatures. The processes of

measurement data show the dependence of friction coefficient in bowden

on temperature. On the right side of Fig. 4.50, we see that friction

coefficient is relatively constant at 0.08 over a temperature range from

20◦C to 80◦C. Under −30◦C, friction coefficient increases dramatically

to 0.20. Such result provides a basis to assign value of friction coefficient

in bowden model.

Figure 4.50: Bowden measurement and friction coefficient

4.2.1.3 Pulley

The sub assembly of rail and pulleys is used to change the path of cable

and to guide the movement of sliders, shown in Fig. 2.1. Generally,

there are two types of pulleys in WR systems.

1. One type is non-rotatable pulley. It means that pulley does not

rotate as cable slips. It deals with dry friction, because relative

movement is between cable and pulley. Modeling such type of

pulley is similar to bowden in the last section, with wrap angle

and friction coefficient as parameters.
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2. The other type of pulley is rotatable pulley. Pulleys are riveted

on rail and rotate along cable around shaft. Model of rotatable

pulley is presented in this section.

a) Mathematical description and model

Compared to glass, mass of pulley is hundred times smaller and the

buildup of kinetic energy in pulley is so small that it can be neglected.

Hence, mass of pulley is not considered in model but only the friction

between pulley and its shaft.

Figure 4.51: Pulley

When cable moves around pulley from point B to point A in Fig. 4.51,

Fa indicates the force from the driving side, while Fb indicates the force

from the driven side. The relation is described in Eq. 4.39a, where Ff

is the effective friction force. It is calculated in Eq. 4.39b. Calculation

of normal force Fn is similar to the one in drum.

Fa = Fb + Ff (4.39a)

Ff =
Fn · μ · sgn(V ) · rin

rout
(4.39b)

Fn =

√
Fa

2 + Fb
2 − 2 cos(α)FaFb (4.39c)

η =
Fb

Fa
(4.39d)
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Where μ: friction coefficient between pulley and its shaft

V : velocity of cable

rin: radius of pulley shaft

rout: wrapping radius of cable over pulley

α: wrapping angle of cable over pulley

η: ratio of cable force

Because cable is seen as rigid, the positions of A and B are equal.

b) Parameter identification

Model of pulley involves parameters, radius of shaft rin, radius of pulley

rout, wrap angle of cable α and friction coefficient between shaft and

pulley μ. The values of the first three parameters in simulation can be

determined by checking technical drawings. Wrap angle in real systems

may have deviation from design, but it can be easily measured and

calculated. As a result, its impact on normal force is insignificant.

In contrary, friction coefficient has more influence. Similarly to drum

and bowden, friction coefficient can be identified in one way through

tribology data bank, with known coupling material and lubrication.

Further, we designed and carried out experiments to investigate friction

in different types of pulleys.

Figure 4.52: Pulley measurement
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Setup is shown in Fig. 4.52. One cable around pulley is pulled by

weight, while the other is connected to servo drive with force sensor.

In one run, weight is pulled, while pulling in the other run. Pulling

and being pulled are repeated for several cycles. From one test, the

average ratio of cable forces η was 0.96, with wrap angle α as 162◦,
outer diameter rout as 40mm and shaft diameter rin as 12mm. It gives

friction coefficient 0.069.As pulley wears against cable and shaft, friction

coefficient increases. In simulation, this value is suggested to set in

range from 0.04 to 0.15.

4.2.1.4 Compressing spring

Compressing spring can be named in another way to be “compensation

spring”, shown in Fig. 2.1. Normally a WR system has two compressing

springs. Although they can be applied in different location in systems,

they have the same functions. One of the most important functions is to

keep the system slack constantly in the defined range. During lifetime,

plastic parts, like cable drum and pulley, wears strongly because of

friction. The decrease of pulley and cable drum diameters leads to

cable prolongation. In this case, cable could go out of pulley canals,

which is fatal to WR. Without compensation of cable prolongation, the

accuracy of glass position can not be kept and it is critical for systems

regulated by electronics, especially for short stroke function in frameless

doors. Additionally, compressing spring assists the movement of cable

at start up after system is for long time stalled in cold environment.

For this purpose, strong spring is usually employed.

From another perspective, compressing spring has influence on system

stiffness, because its deformation is visible in comparison with other

plastic and metal components. Meanwhile, the deformation also indi-

cates the tension distribution in systems. Regarding the questions how

the indication works and why, it is too complex to explain without the

context of whole WR systems. Therefore, the discussion of such doubts

will be continued in the next section “Mechanism”. Here, the focus is

the elasticity of compressing spring.
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Figure 4.53: Model of compressing spring

In WR mechanism, compressing spring has two working cases. In one

case, spring is in normal linear range. In the other case, spring goes

into block. In normal loading range, compressing spring has stiffness

ranging from 1000N/m to 6000N/m and elastic force ranging from 25N

to 140N. In block, coils touch each other and effective stiffness increases

exponentially. The transition from working range to block and back to

working range is described in model of compressing spring. It can be

realized by parallel connection of a translational spring model and a

stop model, in Fig. 4.53. The stop model restricts translational motion

of a slide in two direction with two stops. When slide moves within

defined range, no force is applied. When slide goes out of range, it

hits stop. The interaction force between slide and stop is equal to the

product of stop stiffness and deformation. In such combination, stiffness

of compressing spring in normal loading range is set to stiffness of spring

model, while block stiffness and max deformation are assigned in stop

model.

4.2.1.5 Slider

In WRs, slider is a multi-face connector, shown in Fig. 2.1 and 4.54.

Its interfaces are

• Two cables. One comes from upper side and the other one goes

into lower side.

• Window glass

• Guide rail.
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The motion in cable are either lifting up or pulling down. It is trans-

ferred from cable to glass under the constrain of path formed by rail.

Slider exerts itself to move glass with as less as possible deviation from

the defined track, as the unwanted interaction between glass and sealing

could lead to dramatic system load and also acoustic issues.

Figure 4.54: Slider

a) Mathematical description and model

Basically, slider plays a role as force distributor. In the case of lifting

glass up, the force equilibrium is as Eq. 4.40,

Fc up = Fc dw + Fg + Fr (4.40)

where Fc up: Upper cable force

Fc dw: Lower cable force

Fg: Force from glass

Fr: Dry friction force.

Glass force contain not only the gravitation force but also forces re-

sulted from the interaction between glass and door. The interaction

force contains sealing friction force and reaction force, when glass en-
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counters obstacle, and so on. Friction force is the representative force

for all frictional losses from the interaction between slider, cable and

rail. With a close look, frictional force incorporates forces induced in

different contacting spots between slider and rail, shown in Fig. 4.54.

It is the direct outcome of the design of guide rail. Slider fits around

rail through two pads. The material of pad is not the same as the slider

material. It provides a low friction coefficient against rail. To obtain a

small contacting surface, pad touches rail with tiny hemispheres. Con-

tacting spots are supposed to be limited at the five positions, in bottom

right corner of Fig. 4.54. Due to the fact that cable forces and glass

force are not on the same line of action, torque is produced to bend

slider against rail. These bending torques could be in two sections,

which result to normal forces between slider pads and rail. The nor-

mal forces are marked with n and shown in left and middle pictures of

Fig. 4.54, for example, Fn1 and Fn2. During slider moving along rail,

corresponding Coulomb frictions forces are expected.

b) Parameter identification

In model of slider, upper and lower cable forces will be automatically

calculated in simulation when slider model interacts with pulley models

through cable. Glass force will be supplied from door model, in which

glass force, sealing friction force and other forces are all calculated. The

friction force in slider model is the only force, which is left to be settled.

A straightforward idea to determine overall friction force is to sum

up all frictional forces, with known cable forces, glass force, necessary

dimension information and friction coefficient. Dimension information

regarding slider can be abstracted from drawing. Friction coefficient

between pads and rail can be searched in tribology data bank. The

friction coefficient has a range from 0.05 to 0.15 for the WR in picture.

However, it is not sure that contacts always take place at the same

time on all five spots at each pad. One of the reasons for it is that

slider is designed to have slack between pads and rail, so as to achieve

an easy assembly. Furthermore, many factors have influence on the

clearance between pads and rail and hence effect the presence of normal
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forces. The factors are like tension in cables, production process and

so on. From the other side, it is for sure that huge efforts are going

to involve in verification and validation of each friction forces, if slider

model is built based on detailed anaylsis of forces. These effort includes

searching suitable force sensor, amounting sensor in slider, setting up

measurement environment, analyzing measurement result and so on.

Another approach is to sum all frictional effect in one. Its dependency

can be experimentally determined with tests and measurements. From

one side, it saves the burden to investigate each single single friction

force. From the other side, the parametrization is simplified for the later

usage of slider model. The characteristic friction of difference designs

of sliders can be integrated into the corresponding classes in model.

Once a type of slider model is selected in simulation, the characteristic

friction is taken into effect at the same time.

To determine the dependency of friction, we built up and carried out

measurement as in Fig. 4.55. In the picture, it is a WR for front door

at passenger side. Guide rail marked with 2 is close to A pillar in cars,

so it is named rail A. It is the similar with rail B. Window regulator

is fixed on a plate. The situation of fixing points is the same as in

real doors. Glass is replaced by an aluminum dummy, since there is

not guidance of door sealing. The dummy applies forces to slider A

and B with a constant ratio. The ratio simulates the load distribution

on sliders. As to the presented case, approximate 60% of force from

load spring is distributed to slider B, while 40% is to slider A. During

testing, the motion is supplied by a wrench. As wrench is rotated, cable

forces on top and at bottom of rail B, driving torque and load force are

measured. Besides measurement with load, system is measured also

under no load.

One measurement result and its analysis are shown in Fig. 4.56. The

measurement of two cable forces at rail B under no-load condition helps

to obtain a basic imagination of the starting point of sliding friction.

Here, the friction force for slider B is about 5N, calculated by subtract-
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Figure 4.55: Slider friction measurement
1. Torque wrench and sensor 2. Rail A 3. Rail B 4.5. Cable force
sensor 6. Aluminum dummy 7. Load spring and sensor 8. Slider A 9.
Slider B

ing bottom force from top force. Predictably, as the driving torque

increases, all other measured variables increase. Due to the poor reso-

lution of force sensors, which is about ±30N, only measurement data in

middle and high range of torque are used. The purpose is to minimize

the impact of measurement error.

The measurement result in Fig. 4.56 shows the cable force difference

over the change of load force. The basic linear fitting shows already a

good quality with a squared residual of 0.9992. A quadratic function

fitting does not improve the fitting quality dramatically. Therefore, lin-

ear fitting is selected to describe the dependency. In the next step, load

force on slider B is seperated from whole load force, with known dis-

tribution ratio. And, friction force in slider is obtained by substracting

cable force difference with load force on slider B. With load force and

friction force on slider B, a linear dependency is built.
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Figure 4.56: Slider friction measurement result
x-axis: Load force, force from load spring. y-axis: Cable force
difference

In the implementation of slider model, each type of sliders are asso-

ciated with two characteristic coefficients and distribution ratio. The

measurement described in this section is repeated with other sliders, so

that a library of slider models can be built up. Distribution ratio is

determined with consideration of complete WR system design.

4.2.1.6 Remarks on component modeling

a) Modeling guide rail

Rail is not modeled as a component for simulating WR system. How-

ever, its most dominating features are included.

Firstly, rail is not always in longitudinal direction. Reduction angle is

named to describe how much rail is deviated from longitude. The re-

duction angle is used for the purpose to calculate the projection of load

force from glass in the longitudinal direction, while most forces in other
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components are computed in the cable moving direction. As sliders are

the interfaces to glass, all force from glass comes into slider. There-

fore,reduction angle of rail is packed as a parameter in slider model.

Longitudinal forces can be calculated then within slider models.

Secondly, rail has the function to limit stroke. When window glass

touches the upper sealing of door, there is still a distance between slider

and the top of rail. But, when glass moves down into door, the bottom

of rail stops slider. In return, it stops glass. The stroke–limiting and

stopping function is simulated with a stop model.

Thirdly, rail interacts with slider and friction is already modeled in

slider model. It is not necessary to implement the friction interaction

once again in rail model. And deformation of rail and its interaction

with door plate are insignificant and then neglected.

Based on the reasons above, rail is not a component model for WR,

but its effects are considered.

b) Identification of friction coefficient

Component modeling has the focus on the friction losses, which is in-

fluenced by factors, like wrap angle, outer and inner radius and friction

coefficient. Friction coefficient has greater influence than other factors,

like shape of bowden, length of cable and etc..

To measure the friction losses, efficiency is calculated in each compo-

nent models. The accuracy of efficiency lays on the quality of parame-

ters. With regard to wrap angle and radius, drawing is a stable source,

but with tolerance. In production and assembling process, deviation

could be brought in. However, with other parameters constant, such

deviation has quite limited influence on efficiency for models of pulley

and drum. For bowden model, the impact of wrap angle on efficiency

is slightly greater. But, identification of bowden wrap angle is a com-

bination of drawing and measurements, so as to reduce deviation. It is

similar with radius of pulley and drum.
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In contrary, friction coefficient has a higher degree of impact. The

determination of its value is all the time complicated. It has been men-

tioned in the previous section that handbook could provide information

on friction coefficient between certain coupling materials. But it re-

veals less information about the influence of geometry of the coupling

subjects. An example is shown in the left picture in Fig. 4.57. It

demonstrates a drum clenching gear of drive around shaft. F1 and F2

are the two cable forces. As the cable forces are not acting on the same

line, it leads that the friction between drive gear and shaft does not

even distributed on the contacting surface. Here, the bending of shaft

is neglected. And the similar effect happens also to pulleys.

Figure 4.57: Cable drum tilting around shaft

As a supplement to handbook, frictional losses can also be measured

in the similar geometrical and dynamical setup as in real systems. On

the right side of Fig. 4.57, it is the measurement of cable force on

pulley. One end of cable is pulled constantly with 50N mass. The force

of the other end is applied by a servo drive and metered with sensor.

In the first half, cable is pulled by servo drive. In the other half of

measurement, servo drive just lets the cable be pulled in the opposite

direction. The noise in measurement result is from servo drive and force
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sensor. The data is processed with filtering and averaging to obtain a

mean value of cable force. With it, friction coefficient is derived, which

represents the whole effective frictional losses.

It is presented here two methods.In the simulation models, a range

is provided to guide end users to set a reasonable and suitable value.

Meanwhile the possibility is also available for users of simulations to

carefully tune parameters, so as to obtain the desired behavior.

4.2.2 Mechanism

4.2.2.1 System stiffness

Besides the friction losses in each single components, system stiffness is

another important property considered in modeling WR. System stiff-

ness defines the overall stiffness of WR mechanism. The stiffness refers

to the one measured between cable drum and slides in the direction of

glass moving upwards. During strokes, glass speed and motor rotation

speed are relatively stable. Therefore, stiffness of WR does not play

an important role. However, in the case that obstacle is encountered

between glass and door frame, system stiffness has great influence on

how quick electrical drive can sense the change in velocity and force and

as a result how quick electronic system responds to the possible danger.

Hence, it affects the performance of the safety functions.

An evaluation of responding time can be estimated as

τwr = 2π

√
M2

Cwr
(4.41)

where,

M2: Mass of glass, the same as in analytical model in chapter 3

Cwr: System stiffness of WR mechanism

τwr: Evaluation of responding time of WR.

If system stiffness is higher, the state changes quicker in system, ac-

cording to equation 4.41.
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System stiffness, Cwr, is sum of stiffness distributed at every compo-

nents in WR mechanism. Some components have higher stiffness, while

other have lower ones. For example, metal and most plastic components

are stiff and no visible deformation is seen. Cable is also quite stiff, after

it is tensioned by pre-load and load forces. Compressing spring is the

softest component, but when it goes into block state, the block stiffness

is also very high.

Besides component stiffness, working conditions also make system stiff-

ness difference from one case to another case. For example, one stroke

can be divided into several segments. In each segments, system stiff-

ness may distinguish from each other. One reason for it is that the load

from glass to WR mechanism changes. Furthermore, when trapping

event happens at various transverse positions, WR mechanism behaves

with a different system stiffness. For instance with a front door, it

makes difference when glass touches obstacle close to A pillar, B pillar

or in middle of them.

It is difficult to make a clear analysis how stiffness of WR mechanism

is made up from component stiffness, not only because of the facts

mentioned above but also because of cable itself, which is the medium

to transfer tension from electrical drive to glass. In different section of

cable, the tension is not the same. The effective stiffness of cable is

glass position dependent. An example is slider, where the upper cable

force is greater than the lower cable force during glass moving upwards.

At the same time, cable is pulled into drum from upper port and feeded

from lower port. The tension in cable at upper port of drum is much

higher than at lower port. In this manner, the tension is enough to

drive upper compressing spring into block, which means high stiffness,

while lower compressing spring demonstrates still its normal working

stiffness. The tension in cable depends on more factors, for example,

preloaded tension, friction losses through components, glass load and

its distribution on two sliders in the case of double rail WR systems.
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Even though stiffness of mechanism depends on lots of factors, it is

necessary to have insights on its range. Generally, system with high

stiffness leads to high trapping force, with the same setting applied.

The direct outcome of high stiffness is that system respond is fast and

delay is short. But when the anti–trap function needs a little longer

time to react and reverses electrical drive, it results into more damage

in trapping event in form of higher trapping force. Normally, a moder-

ate system stiffness is preferred to cooperate with anti–trap function. In

trapping event, a number of springs connects with each other in series,

representing the stiffness of door, obstacle, mechanism, drive and door

plate, on which WR is mounted. In such system, the components with

lower stiffness plays more important role in determining the final stiff-

ness. According to USA law, 65N/mm spring is required to measure

trapping force. System stiffness needs to be cared in case of anti–trap

failure, because system stiffness is low in comparison with 65N/mm. To

avoid the complexity and maintain safety functionality, measurement of

system stiffness is carried out at selected trapping spots.

Figure 4.58: Measurement of motor rotation

In the measurements, WR is powered with electrical drive to perform

trapping event. Obstacle is imitated by spring–like force guage, which

records trapping force. Under the assumption that there is not system

slack among drive, mechanism and glass, motor rotation is observed to

represent glass movement by optical sensor with a light barrier attached

on winding, shown in Fig. 4.58. It provides increased accuracy. Another

method to measure motor rotation is to use the combination of Hall

sensor and 4–pole ring magnet on motor rotor.
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Figure 4.59: Locations of trappings and measurement force

The force gauge is placed each time at upper door frame over rail A,

rail B and middle position between them, as shown in Fig. 4.59. In

the measurement, anti–trap function is so configed to obtain a trapping

force, which is more than 100N, for example in Fig. 4.60. The displace-

ment of glass is converted from motor rotation with known drive gear

ratio and drum radius. To obtain the best linearity from measurement

result, trapping force is selected in range from 50N to 100N . With it,

a resultant stiffness can be calculated.

With measured resultant stiffness, system stiffness of WR can be cal-

culated with Eq. 4.42. Door frame has usually high stiffness, so it is

ignored. When drive is with rubber damper inside, its stiffness is a

factor, which is measured and modeled in previous chapter.

1

C
=

1

C1
+

1

C2
+

1

C3
(4.42)
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where C: Resultant stiffness of measurement

C1: Stiffness of force gauge

C2: System stiffness of WR

C3: Stiffness of rubber damper in gear wheel of electrical drive

With the example in Fig. 4.60, measured stiffness is 6.9N/mm, force

gauge is 10N/mm and rubber damper has stiffness of 0.8Nm/◦, which is

converted to be 114.591N/mm. It yields that stiffness of WRmechanism

is about 27.6236N/mm. In simulations, it is suggested to set value of

system stiffness in range from 20N/mm to 40N/mm.

Figure 4.60: Measurement result and analysis

System stiffness has great influence on the dynamical behavior of WRs,

not only during trapping event, but also at start–up of WR. The dynam-

ical behavior of WR at start–up is observed through rotational speed of

electrical drive. Typically, we see the vibration of drive speed at start–

up over a short period. Figure 4.61 demonstrates two variants of speed

vibration. The upper curves has a different amplitude of the first peak

and a number of following vibration. The bottom curve does not have

any vibration despite of the first peak. In the context of WR, stiffness of

compressing spring plays an active role in affecting the system stiffness

and hence affecting the speed vibration. To this purpose, the cases of

speed vibration will be first classified and each will be discussed. Then

model of compressing spring will be extended.
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Figure 4.61: Motor speed at start–up
x-axis: time (s); y-axis: rotational velocity of electrical drive

4.2.2.2 Extension of compressing spring model

a)The model of compressing spring has to be extended.

First reason is the implementation of system stiffness. Instead of decen-

tralizing in components, system stiffness is implemented as a property

of compressing spring model, to keep model complexity in reasonable

level and save parameter identification effort. As a result, system stiff-

ness replaces block stiffness in compressing spring model in previous

section 4.2.1.4.
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The second reason is to set up tension and maintain tension during

lifetime in the close loop cable system. There is always tension in ca-

ble system, even when the WR mechanism is detached from glass and

electrical drive. The tension ensures that cable does not go out of the

designated path. As cable goes around or through different components,

tension is uneven, depending on its tendency and moving directions and

its location in mechanism.

Figure 4.62: Cable moving directions and compressing spring states
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The third reason is indication of tension in cable system. Cable tension

is in form of force. Without cutting a bowden cable and inserting a force

sensor, it is difficult to obtain the magnitude and variation of cable

Here, compressing spring provides an “eye” to the tension distribution

in mechanism, with its states of being pressed or released. Shown in

Fig. 4.62, during moving upwards, the upper cable of cable drum is

pulled into drum, acting as the main driving power. And the lower

cable is pulled out of drum to feed in the cable loop. Therefore, in the

upper cable there is greater tension, while it is less in the lower cable.

Such tension distribution is indicated by the two compressing spring in

the way that the upper spring is compressed and the lower is relatively

at ease. In the other moving direction of glass, tension reverses and

deformation of compressing spring reverses too.

One of the main purposes of compressing spring is to compensate the

prolongation of cable over service cycle. So, the two compressing springs

in mechanism are designed to be compressed all the time, although

tension may shifted. In Fig. 4.62, it is a newly produced mechanism,

therefore, it is not so obvious to see the deformation changes in springs.

b) Implementation of extension

Under such background, the realization of tension setup is to bring

initial deformation in compressing springs. To achieve it, a spacer model

is inserted in the previous model of compressing spring, see Fig. 4.63.

Figure 4.63: Extended model of compressing spring

Slack is not considered in modeling WR. Therefore, when cable drum

is at zero degree. Position of slider is zero. Position of the two pins of
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compressing spring are the same. Under the existence of spacer with

a non-zero length, the normal translational spring has then a non-zero

deformation. It brings a force to pull cable. In the way, tension is set

up in a close loop cable system.

As the parameters of compressing spring are known from drawings,

the tension in various applications of WR mechanism can be adjusted

by setting the length of spacer. The sum of spacer length in two com-

pressing spring model defines the total initial tension in mechanism.

When WR drives glass up and down, the tension will automatically

accordingly distributed, as shown in Fig. 4.62.

c)The improvement has meanings

Practically, without compressing spring model, simulation would en-

counter numerical problems, because the assembly of models results in

rigid system. If the improvement is not carried out, simulation could

also run, but the tension built up in cable loop is not able to represent

real mechanisms. The credit on simulation decreases greatly.

Figure 4.64: Startup from opposite and same directions

From another aspect, improvement of compressing spring model and

tension setup in cable loop provide reasonable explanation to the phe-

nomena of drive speed oscillation during system starts up in various

situations, shown in Fig. 4.61. One thing in common is that these

variants in Fig. 4.61 are all motor speed observed when glass is driven
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upwards. It is interested, monitored and investigated because trap-

ping event takes place when glass moves up. Comparison of the left

two curves shows that one misses first peak and the other has it. The

cause of difference is the operation sequence of start-up process. One

sequence is named as start from opposite direction and the other is

named as start from same direction. Starting from opposite direction

means that WR is firstly operated to go down, then stop and go up,

while starting from same direction does not involve operation direction

change. That means it always moving up. Graphically, the two op-

erations and the states of the two compressing springs are illustration

in Fig. 4.64. When operation changes from going down to going up,

lower spring gets to relax from being compressed and upper one gets

compressed from being relaxing. This transition does not require much

power from drive and can be finished in a short time. Therefore, the

motor speed increased sharply. And it leads to the first peak, shown in

the top left curve in Fig. 4.61 In case of starting from same direction,

tension does not require to redistribute. So, motor senses load from

regulator mechanism directly. As a result, the motor speed in the bot-

tom left curve increases relatively slow. From this sense, motor speed

curve can be divided into two parts. One part is the first speed peak,

resulted from tension rebuild in cable loop, and the second part is the

speed oscillation after the first peak, which is system oscillation. The

implementation of system stiffness and the extension of compressing

spring model provide the access to rebuild motor speed oscillation in

simulation with concentrated parameters.

4.2.2.3 Variants of rail window regulator

Model of WR mechanism is an assembly of component models. The

example in Fig. 4.65 is an model assembly for double rail WR mecha-

nism. On the left side, component models interconnect with each other

in the order of the real systems. The assembly has two pins, with names

“shaft” and “glass”, to connect electrical drive and window glass. On

the right side, it is the macro model. Instead of wiring component mod-

els, the connection in macro model is organized in VHDL source file.
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Figure 4.65: Model assembly of window regulator mechanism
2. Cable drum housing 3. Compensation spring
4. Bowden cable and cable 5. Pulley 7. Glass slider(carrier)

The model assembly has great meaning in explaining model content,

while it is more convenient to use macro model in system simulations.

The variants of cable driven WR mechanism can be firstly grouped by

number of rails. There are double rail and single rail mechanism. The

further classification of each groups depends on whether bowdens are

deployed and also its quantity. Mostly, double rail mechanism comes

with three bowdens, as in Fig. 4.62 and 4.65. When regulator is inte-

grated to door plate, bowden then can be removed. When the bowdens

between drum and pulley are dismissed, the compressing springs in be-

tween will shift into rail slider in real system. Similar situation with

bowdens is also common for single rail regulators.

Although there are many variants of WRs, modeling of WR mechanism

can be easily adjusted by reconnecting components models in the order

of real systems. For example, in modeling of bowden–less WR system,

model of compressing spring is simply moved to be next to slider model,

in the same way as the real system. The model of WR mechanism have

always one pin to connect with mechanical door model. Such design of

fixed interface makes it convenient to alter model in system simulations.
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4.3 Additional components for window reg-

ulator system in working environment

4.3.1 Mechanical system of car door

Figure 4.66: Front and rear door

As to WR system, the mechanical structure of car door has the func-

tion to constrain the movement of glass in designated path. The path

is formed by sealing grooves at A, B and C pillars, shown in Fig. 4.66.

When glass moves in sealings, the friction applies to glass, then it is

transferred into WR mechanism and in the end it becomes the load

of electrical drive. The model of door is built in the way that it has

one pin to interface WR mechanism and another two pins, representing

each top edge of glass and upper door frame. Under the working condi-

tion without trapping event, one pin to interface mechanism is enough.

When trapping event happens, obstacle is pressed between glass edge

and door frame. For this reason, the other pins are inserted and between

them the model of anti-trap gauge is placed, which will be explained in

the following section.

4.3.1.1 Sealing friction and upper frame stiffness

Two important behaviors of mechanism car door are modeled, that is,

sealing friction and upper frame stiffness. Sealing friction, as discussed
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before, is the mechanical load to WR mechanism. Regarding upper

frame, different car manufacturers have various designs of frame sealing.

It means that frame sealing has different stiffness. Frame sealing has

influence on choosing motor gear wheel, either one piece gear wheel or

gear wheel with rubber damper inside. When the upper frame sealing is

very stiff(in another word, hard), after being stalled in upper frame for

long time, it leads to deformation in gear wheel. As a result, electrical

drive may not be able to pull down glass again. In this case, rubber

damper is necessary in gear wheel to reduce the stiffness.

In a normal car door with frame, it contains four sealings, top frame

sealing, sealings at A pillar and at B pillar, and horizontal sealing. In

regards to rear door, difference are sealings at B and C pillars. Despite

of these differences, the modeling principle is the same, here, a front

door is taken as an example. The classic method to calculate dry friction

between objects is

Fr = FN · μ (4.43)

where FN : Normal force

μ: Friction coefficient

Fr: Friction force

Because glass usually goes up and down in low speed, between 0.08m/ s

and 0.1 5m/ s, the viscous friction is not considered. When material of

glass and sealing rubber are determined, it is assumed that friction

coefficient is constant over the whole stroke of glass movement. In

calculating friction, it is well known that friction does not depend on

the contacting area or length. In the case of sealing, the friction does

not directly depend on contacting length but in directly, because normal

force between sealing and glass is length dependent.

The initial contacting length between glass and sealing is L0, as in

Fig.4.67. When the glass moves in the direction V for a short time,

the contacting length increases for LΔ. The same movement is demon-

strated in cross section. When the sealing is in relaxing state, in another

word, glass is not between sealing, the inner and outer lips of sealing
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Figure 4.67: Glass movement in sealing and normal force

have a relatively small slot. When glass is between sealing, the slot is

widened. The rubber sealing then presses on glass. Sealing is made of

the same material and in the same shade, therefore, it applies the same

stress under the same strain. If the sealing is cut into many identical

segments as in Fig. 4.67, then each segment would apply the same pres-

sure on glass. As glass goes further and the contacting length increases,

the pressing force, which is at the same time normal force, increases.

In this manner, the normal force of sealing friction is dependent on the

contacting length. As a result, the sealing friction than depends also

on the contacting length.
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Figure 4.68: Sealing friction force

Length-dependent friction can be applied to sealing at A, B and C

pillars and also horizontal sealing. With the front door in Fig. 4.68 as

an example, Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3 indicates each friction at A and B pillars

and horizontal sealing. The change of friction force depends each on

their contacting length between glass and sealings. As glasses goes from

the bottom to the top, the change of each contacting length depends

on the initial contacting length and also the length of the edge of glass.

It can be imagined that, as in Fig. 4.68, Fr3 starts from initial value

to increase and reaches the maximal value when glass gets to position

2. When glass reaches position 3, maximal Fr1 is achieved. Then only

after glass gets to the top frame, Fr2 has its max value. Despite of this

example, there are lots of variants, depending on whether it is front door

or rear door, initial contacting length, edge length of glass and so on.

To identify the overall sealing friction through friction in each sealing,

it deals with describing glass geometry and it is effort costing. However,

no matter how complicated it is, it is clear that overall sealing friction

force increases, as glass goes upwards. It is not only a conclusion from

the analysis above but also from many applications of WR projects and

measurements of door friction force. Fig. 4.69 shows measurement of

sealing friction force by lifting glass with force sensor.
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Figure 4.69: Measurement of sealing friction force
x-axis: Displacement of glass in mm, with glass fully opened state as
zero position y-axis: Friction force

Based on the analysis above, consideration of identification effort and

experiences from measurements, the complete friction force between

glass and sealing is modeled as a piecewise function depending on the

position of glass. When glass is at the bottom, friction has a relative low

value. When glass goes shortly into sealing of top frame, friction has a

higher value. The direction of friction force is determined by velocity of

glass. To avoid numerical errors in simulation, a positive speed thresh-

old is set, which has a value smaller than 1.0e − 03m/ s. When glass

speed is greater than positive threshold, direction is negative. When

smaller than negative threshold, then direction is positive. Between

positive and negative threshold, direction changes linearly depending

on the ratio of glass speed and threshold.

The modeling of friction between glass and top frame sealing is a little

different. When glass approaches top frame sealing and goes into it,

the contacting length between them increases gradually from zero to

max in a short time. It depends on the angle between glass moving

direction and sealing. Usually the intrusion of glass into top sealing

is between 20mm and 40mm. The further glass goes into top sealing,
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Figure 4.70: Sealings of top frame

the more friction there is, because glass edge presses on more rubber

branches inside sealing, as shown in Fig. 4.70. During this process, it

deals with another property of sealing, that is, the stiffness of sealing.

Each branch in each form in sealings has its stiffness. As glass goes

into sealing, it deforms branches. At first, the outer one is deformed

and then the inner one. Glass encounters more and more resistance in

form of increasing sealing stiffness until glass is stopped by the hardest

component, metal frame of door.

To model such phenomena, the sealing intrusion is virtually divided

into three ranges. In the first rang, friction and sealing stiffness are
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small. In the next two ranges, friction and sealing stiffness increase.

To stop glass, door frame is represented by a spring with stiffness at

mega order. The possibility is left to end users of simulations to specify

the length, friction and stiffness of each range, according to different

designs, as in Fig. 4.70. The stiffness can also be identified through

tests. In the test, the glass is driven by WR towards sealing with an

electrical drive. The electrical drive is more powerful than nominal

one, so as to reach longer linear range in measurement result. During

measurement, torque and rotation angle of cable drum are monitored,

as in Fig. 4.71. With known radius of cable drum, torque and angle

can later converted into force and displacement. It can then be used to

calculate stiffness. In the Fig. 4.71, the change of slope, marked with

number 1, 2 and 3, indicates the increase of stiffness, as glass moves

into top sealing.

Figure 4.71: Measurement of sealing stiffness
x-axis: Angle; y-axis: Torque

4.3.1.2 Glass mass and tilting angle

As discussed in modeling sealing friction, the geometry of door frame

is not taken into account. So it is the same with glass. Despite of it,

mass of glass is taken into account of modeling. In the realization of

door model, glass is represented by a mass model. Its parameter can

be identified by weighting glass. Another modeled feature is the angle

between glass movement direction and vertical direction. Within the
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same door, it is also the inclination for rail and A(B or C) pillar. The

usage of this angle in modeling is to calculate the vertical projection of

force from glass to rail sliders. In the extreme case, it provides design-

ers information how much force sliders have to sustain. Normally this

information is provided by car manufacturers. In case of unavailability,

angle measurement can be conducted.

4.3.2 Drive speed measurement system

The real time measurement of electrical drive speed provides WR elec-

tronic controlling devices an eye on the position of glass. There are

currently two main methods to measuring drive speed. One is based on

ripple current[98] and the other one is Hall sensor[99, 100]. Most me-

chanical commutation dc motors are capable to produce ripple current.

By counting the number of ripple peaks in certain time, ECU(Electronic

Controlling Unit) can calculate the angular displacement of armature

and also the rotational speed. Applications with Hall sensor are widely

used in WR systems of Brose. Therefore, speed measurement system

with Hall sensor is discussed in this section.

The measurement system consists of a four-pole ring magnet, attached

on armature, and a Hall sensor. The working mechanism is, as the rota-

tion of ring magnet along with armature, Hall sensor senses the change

of magnet field and as a result its output voltage changes at the same

time, shown in Fig. 4.72. If ring magnet turns one revolution, output of

Hall sensor changes four times and gives two pulses. By counting either

the number of changes or the number of pulses, angle and speed can be

attained. If two Hall sensor are aligned next to each other with a small

gap to ring magnet, there will be a phase shift between their outputs,

when armature is rotating. Such phase shift indicates the direction of

rotation. In reality, two Hall sensors are packed in one micro chip and

the analog output of sensors is firstly processed by the conditioning cir-

cuit on the chip and then digitalized. Depending on the size of register,

electronic position of glass increases or decreases as Hall signal changes.

An example of voltage output of Hall sensor and electronic position is
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shown in Fig. 4.73. The disturbance in Hall signal can be cause by

brush commutating, electrical components in bruch holder and magnet

alternating in armature widing.

Figure 4.72: Ring magnet and Hall sensor

Modeling Hall sensor on chip level is not the task of this work. To

describe the changing of magnet field to obtain the alternating Hall

signal is technically possible with VHDL but too costly. The strength

of VHDL here is to describe the correct behavior. In real system, the

input to Hall sensor is the change of field, the reason of changing mag-

net field is the rotation of ring magnet attached the rotating armature.

Therefore, in model of Hall sensor, the input is directly the angular

displacement of armature. No matter whether the real output of Hall

sensor is analogy or digital signal, it will be in the end digitalized. For

this reason, the output of Hall model is digital signal, “0” or “1”. The

parameter of Hall sensor model is the distribution ratio of poles on ring
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Figure 4.73: Measurement of Hall signal
x-axis: Time; y-axis: Voltage of Hall signal

magnet. The poles are required to be as equally as possible distributed,

so as to achieved a duty ratio of Hall signal close to 0.5. So, the uni-

formed distribution ratio of each pole on a four-pole ring magnet is

close to 0.25. The more exact ratio can be obtained in the test report

from suppliers. The form of parameter is a sequence of four numbers,

which have little deviation from 0.25. The correct realization of Hall

sensor behavior is to alter Hall output at the time when the rotation

angle crosses the boundary of one pole. It must be reliable when ar-

mature rotates in each directions and also when armature changes its

direction. To accomplish the requirements, two dynamic thresholds are

implemented. One is the real time threshold to limit the max value and

the other one is for the min value.

The initial angle of armature is always zero. The two threshold are set

with a product of 2π and the values of the first and the fourth numbers

in parameter sequence. At this moment, armature has two possibility
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of rotation direction. Once armature turns and later crosses one of the

angle threshold, it means, in real system, that one pole is passed. The

actions are, output of Hall sensor alters, and, the values of thresholds

adjusts automatically depending on the crossed threshold. Actually, the

values of threshold are shifted, meaning, in the case that top threshold

is crossed, the bottom threshold takes value of the top and the value of

the top is calculated based on the 2nd number in parameter sequence

and assigned. In the case of the other rotational direction, shifting

takes place reversed. This way of realizing Hall sensor is simulated and

shown in Fig. 4.74. In the system with two Hall sensors, information

of rotation direction is also output. In modeling, rotation direction is

simply a differentiation of armature angle.

Figure 4.74: Rotation angle, dynamic threshold and Hall signal
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4.3.3 Electronic system and electrical switch

4.3.3.1 Hardware, software and algorithms

Figure 4.75: Window regulator electronics

Electronics of WR systems can be quite different from each other. As

the complexity of controlling increases, size of electronics increases, be-

cause more components are required. The simplest controlling electron-

ics may deal with only instructing glass to go upwards or downwards

with a relay. And, if electronics has anti–trap function, then there must

be a Electronic Control Unit (ECU), power regulation circuit and other

necessary components. If electronics is integrated with controlling func-

tions of other devices in door, even more components are involved and

the size of the whole pack is obviously bigger, as shown in Fig. 4.75.

The fact is that, different car manufacturers have their own require-

ments and function specification of WR electronics and, depending on

cars and target market, number of available functions in electronics are

also varying. It is possible but very time- and effort costy to model all

kinds of electronics. Therefore, a general purpose electronics is mod-

eled in this work. This electronics is the basis of all other complicated

controlling systems. It involves the basic glass controlling functions and

also anti-pinch functions.

A general purpose electronics of WR have generally three components,

hardware, software and anti-trap algorithms. Hardware is carrier of

software and anti-trap algorithms is one module of software. Hardware

is the interface of power supply, normally 13V, and motor power. If
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switch signal changes, electronics firstly analyzes it and than execute

through relies. Hall signal and direction from motor are always input to

hardware, so that electronics can observe the state of motor and glass

all the time. The interface of hardware is shown in Fig. 4.76.

Figure 4.76: Interface among hardware, software and algorithms

In reality, electronic hardware prepares signals for software as speci-

fied. The actual carrier of software in hardware is ECU. As an electronic

component, ECU inputs and outputs only electronic signals. Therefore,

power suppler and Hall signal are all digitalized by it. The controlling

signal to motor is sent from software to a driving circuit, which then

changes the state of relay. As a result, electrical motor moves glass in

desired direction. The driving circuit is actual a electronic switch, on

one side it interfaces ECU and on the other side it interfaces relay. In

Fig. 4.76, it is marked as D/A converting circuit. Software has normally

many modules and each module has a specific function. Anti-trap algo-

rithms is one of the most important module. To secure the know-how,

this part of software code is not directly implemented in simulation but

as a dynamic linked library(DLL). The model of software in simulation

provides an interface with this DLL. DLL receives real-time informa-

tion of power supply, Hall signal, direction and switch signal and de-

termines whether pinching event happens and makes decision whether
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motor should be reversed or not. As it deals with Know-How of Brose,

the detailed content in each single models can be not revealed. But,

with the interfaces and signal flows, people could get a basic idea of the

mechanism of WR electronic system.

4.3.3.2 Electrical switch

Electrical switch is the device which people touch directly to control an

electrical power WR. Depending on the design of WR system and the

functionality of its electronic systems, switch varies. Basically, window

can be opened or closed by constantly pressing on buttons of switch.

With comfort function in electronics, one press on switch will automat-

ically lift up or down glass. According to project requirements, there

are combinations of these electronic functions.

In simulation, model of switch has the meaning to send different com-

binations of instruction, so that WR system runs in various working

cases. In this manner, users of WR simulations can reproduce different

operation situations and hence observe the behavior of system. There-

fore, model of switch provides the possibility to create a sequence of

instruction, which are sent into electronics. In this sequence, it does

not make any difference between non-automatic and automatic opera-

tions.The instruction 0 is to stop, 1 is to go up and 2 is to go down.

There are two types of controlling sequence defined in model, one is

time dependent and the other is position and voltage dependent. Both

sequences are made of controlling units. The unit of time dependent

sequence consists of two real number, the first number marks time to

begin operation and the second number marks the operation. For ex-

ample, (0.1, 1) indicates that instruction is set at time point 0.1 s to

drive glass go upwards. A sequence, like (0, 0), (0.1, 1), (4.5, 0), means

WR does nothing at 0s, begins to move up since 0.1 s and then stops

at 4.5 s. The controlling unit of position and time dependent sequence

are made of four elements. They are in sequence target position, volt-

age offset, reserved element and timeout register. Under the setting

that battery voltage is 13 v and initial position of glass is 0, a unit,
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like 0.500, 0, 0, 0.6, gives instruction to drive glass to go up to 500mm

with 13 v and, if glass position stops changing for 0.6s, the current in-

struction is cancelled and the next instruction unit will be executed.

For instant, the sequence of (0.500, 0, 0, 0.6), (0.100, 2, 0, 0.1) is to lift

glass up with 13 v and then pull down glass with 15 v after the first

instruction becomes invalid.

4.3.4 Anti-pinch force measurement system

Figure 4.77: Anti-pinch force measurement gauge and springs
stiffness (from left to right): 5N/mm, 10N/mm, 20N/mm and
65N/mm

In short, anti-pinch force measurement system is called anti-pinch

gauge. It is designed to imitate obstacle during pinch events and also

to measure the pinch force. The European laws require that the pinch

force has to be measured by instrument or test rod with a stiffness of

10N/mm. In America, the required stiffness is 20N/mm, when test rod

is 25mm or larger in diameter, or 65N/mm, when test rod is smaller

than 25mm in diameter. Car manufacturers may make the request that

pinch force is measured by all these spring rate or one of them. In Fig

4.77 is a force measurement gauge. In test, it is hanged on the edge

of glass and moves upwards along. When its rod touches door frame,

a pinch event is simulated and pinch force is measured. Pinch force is

required to be below 100N, which is written in regulations.
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The model of anti-pinch gauge has three pins. One pin is to connect

with glass, so as to obtain the position of glass. Another pin connects

to sealing. The third pin, which does not have physical meaning, sends

out the amplitude of pinching force. Between pins of glass and sealing,

behavior of a spring is implemented. Therefore, one of the parameters of

the model is stiffness of measuring gauge. Another important parameter

for this model is the position, where pinch event takes place when glass

is rising. As mentioned before, the top contour of glass is curved. When

force gauge hangs on glass and moves along, pinch force may not be on

the same direction as the moving direction of glass. For this reason, a

parameter, named “pinch angle”, is implemented. The identification of

this parameter can be achieved by measuring in CAD models.
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Chapter 5

Integration of

components in window

regulator system and

applications of

simulations

5.1 Models of generic rail guided cable

window regulator system

The component models, which are built up in the last chapter, are in-

terconnected with each other so as to form the simulation model (bench

model) of WR systems. For each component model, a graphic symbol

is also created. The shape of the symbols is like its modeling object and

has defined pins for interconnection. The bench model of WR system

are a result of interconnection of component models. Figure 5.1 is an

example of double rail WR.
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Figure 5.1: Model of rail guided cable driven window regulator system

In the bench model, the gear of drive is connected to cable drum of

mechanism. Other pins of drive model are electrical and electronic ones.

The electrical pins are voltage plus and minus. The electronic pins are

Hall signal and rotational direction from Hall sensor.

Hall sensor is modeled as an individual component in last chapter,

because it is an important component and serves as “eyes” of electronic

controlling system. In realizing model of WR systems, model of Hall

sensor is packed in drive model, since the information of the armature

rotation is from model of drive. In reality, Hall sensor has separate

voltage supply lines, as the voltage is lower than electrical drive voltage

and current is also very little. In modeling, these two voltage supply

lines are omitted, because the focus of Hall sensor is the behavior of

angle change detection.

Electrical drive can be seen as a component, which joins electrical

components and mechanical components together.
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a)On the electrical side

The core component is electronic hardware. As shown in Fig.. 5.1,

model of hardware interfaces control sequence, software, drive and bat-

tery. The reason why model of battery is not discussed in component

modeling is that it is relatively a simple model, consisting of only an

ideal voltage source and a resistance. The arrows around hardware

model indicate the signals flows. Voltage is supplied to hardware and

later to drive. Each command in control sequence is passed into hard-

ware and then through hardware to software. Amplitude of voltage is

digitalized into register and then passed to software. So are the signal

of Hall and direction. Hardware informs software of time with a regis-

ter. When the size of resister and the oscillation frequency of hardware

are determined, the maximal time, which the register can represent,

is fixed. The value of this register is also sent to software. With all

these information, software analyzes the state of system operation and

decides the command to be executed in the next step. It is realized by

sending hardware two software signals. They control two relays. The

combinations of the two controlling signals lead to motor driving glass

upwards, downwards or stop.

b)On the mechanical side

Gear of drive connects to drum of mechanism. In reality, mechanism

interfaces glass with one or two sliders, depending on number of rails

and applications. In model, the number of pins between mechanism

and glass is unified to be one, so that one bench model suffices for both

models of single and double rail WRs. For this purpose, a model of

lever is placed between the two sliders in double rail WR. The position

of slider is the same as the bottom position of glass. As the glass

geometry is not considered, the top edge of glass has then the same

position of its bottom. Therefore, the pin of glass is placed at the top

edge of glass in model of door. The second pin of door is sealing, which

simulates the hard stop of glass. Between glass and sealing, mode of

anti–trap gauge is placed. The quantity of force is sent to software,

where all necessary information are collected and written in files for
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analysis. This function does not exist in real software module, but

we make use of the power of programming to help in saving necessary

simulation results.

In the Fig. 5.1, there are another two components, used to observe

simulation processes. They are not related to mechatronic modeling of

WR. Therefore, they are not at focus.

The advantage of uniformed interconnections among component mod-

els is reusability. The number of pins and their definition are essential

to functionality of WRs. Different WRs can be simulated with the

same bench model. For example, a single rail WR model can replace

the double here and simulate, without editing any pins. It saves the ef-

fort of maintenance. A graphic illustration is straightforward and easy

for end users to understand the simulation contents. When users work

often with the same simulation of WRs, maintenance of symbols can be

further saved.

Model of WR is in one way demonstrated here in graphic symbols. In

another way, the bench model is coded in VHDL language and saved in

textual file. The file of bench model is seen as a structural container,

which will not be modified so often. The different variants of each single

component models shares the same model name and layout of pins, but

has its own application name and its characteristics, which can be in

form of a parameter set or a different realization of component model.

For example, the realization of drive is the same and the drive from

different suppliers have only different parameters. In contrary, the real-

izations of mechanism and software are different from each other, which

can be not described by parameters. Despite of differences, models are

all saved in files. In this way, a library is built up in tree structure to

organize simulation models and resources.
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5.2 Simulation environment: BroSAnT

The practical output of this work is a complete set of WR models,

which will be used in simulation environment, Brose Simulation Anal-

ysis Tool (BroSAnT), shown in Fig.. 5.2. BroSAnT[101, 102, 103] is

an implementation of system simulation in house at Brose. It simulates

complete WR systems.

Figure 5.2: Brose Simulation Analysis Tool (BroSAnT)
1. Simulation configuration 2. Simulation control and statues
3. Result analysis tools 4. Result viewer

The goal of BroSAnT is to provide engineers from different develop-

ment functions a view of system behaviors, even if engineers do not have

any deep knowledge of simulation technology. BroSAnT utilizes the fa-

mous IT solution, server and client. Server in this case is responsible

for mainly holding simulation source (models and library structure) and

carrying out simulation computation. The client, shown in Fig. 5.2, is a

graphic user interface, to configure simulation, receive simulation result

and represent the result with basic analysis functions. The advantage of
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centralized maintenance that the Know-Hows, which is saved in models,

are secured. And the effort of maintenance relevantly low, compared to

distributed solution. In another aspect, the cost of simulation software

is low, because one or two licenses installed on server are sufficient to

cope with the simulation request. The extendability of BroSAnT is also

high. New simulations can be standardized and included in simulation

library, so as for a further and wide usage. At the moment, the focus

of simulation types are the following two.

5.2.1 Types of simulations

The fist type of simulation is drive characteristic lines. Drive char-

acteristic lines are the basic information to evaluate the mechatronic

performance of electrical drive. In modeling drive in chapter 4, they

have been shown with an example of Bosch 12Nm drive, like in Fig.

4.45. From the curves, one can see the linearity of drive. With known

load to drive, working point can be found. Working point is the es-

sential criterion, to select a proper power class of motor to be used in

WRs. Therefore, it is of meanings to carry out such simulations.

The second type of simulation is called generic window regulator. This

type of simulation builds up virtually a complete WR system, as stated

in section 1 of this chapter. Graphically, the components involved in this

type of simulations are shown in Fig. 5.1. In environment of BroSAnT,

selecting this type of simulation, users should configure WR system

by choosing components from each sub library, for example, type of

mechanism, software and so on.

By default, one simulation consists always of two processes. One pro-

cess is electronic normalization and the other process is user defined

sequence. With the normalization process, electronics in WR can de-

termine the starting position of glass. For electronics, the position of

glass is zero, when door window is completely closed.To normalize elec-

tronics, glass is driven with nominal voltage, 13V, to go upwards from

the state of being fully open. During this process, position counter
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counts in the negative direction, from zero to negative values. After

glass is stalled in the top frame for more than 500ms, electronics sets

the position counter to zero and normalization is completed. After-

wards, as glass goes downwards, electronic position counter increases

its values, until glass is stalled again at the bottom. The change of po-

sition counter and physical position are opposite to each other, shown

in Fig.. 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Electronic normalization process
x-axis: Time; y-axis: Electronic position (red), glass position (green)

After normalization, WR runs according to the controlling sequence

defined in model of controlling switch. Without modification, switch

instructs WR to go upwards under varied voltage, for instant, 9V,

11V, 13V and 16V, to test anti–pinch function. Fig. 5.4 shows the

changes of several important signals during a pinch event of WR system.

In the Fig., it is seen that pinch event happened at position of about
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Figure 5.4: User defined simulation sequence: Anti–pinch process
x-axis: Time; y-axis: Motor speed, current, glass position and pinch
force

250mm away from the bottom. After glass touched obstacle, motor

speed began to decrease and motor current increased. Meanwhile, pinch

force, measured by force gauge, began to increase. As the pinch went

further, motor speed decreased further and then it crossed threshold.

As a result, electronic controlling system sent instruction to motor to

reverse. After the reversing instruction was sent, pinch force increased

still a little because of inertia. It then decreased, since the motor began

to reverse.

In simulating anti–pinch function, users have the possibility to set volt-

age, pinch position, spring stiffness, software parameters and so on. It

can also be set by users that only the normal runs of WR under dif-

ferent voltage. To achieve it, pinch position is to be set higher than

top frame. The simulation of generic WR provides chances to observe

system behavior under various working cases.
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5.3 Applications of simulation

The quality of simulations depends on the quality of parameters. The

more accurate the parameters are, the better quality one can obtain

from simulation. We provide models and tools of simulations to users.

Users are at the position to find reliable input information for simula-

tion, such as parameters and measurements, so as to make the best use

of the power of simulation.

From another side, applications can be very different from cases to

cases, depending on purposes and issues during development. Here,

several examples are presented.

5.3.1 Selection of electrical drive

Simulation is helpful tool to aid the development of WR systems. One

of its applications is to select appropriate electrical drive to be set in

WR. An appropriate drive means that it should have enough power to

fulfill the basic function to lift up and down window glass. The lifting

period for a normal passenger car should be between 3.5 s and 4.5 s.

For WRs in truck, lift period is longer because of longer stroke. It

is obvious that drives with more electrical power can always achieve.

However, they are more expensive and sometimes heavier. When mag-

net stays the same, more power means more windings and as a result

heavier and more material cost. Stronger magnet, for example of rare

earth magnet, is certainly more expensive, in comparison with ferrite

magnet. From economic point of view, proper electrical drive is benefi-

cial for both system suppliers and car manufacturers. Electrical drives

are usually developed and produced in a discrete sequence of power

classes, for instant, 8.5Nm, 10Nm, 12Nm and 13.75Nm. Therefore,

more specifically, simulation helps in picking up proper power class of

electrical drive for WR application.

Out of experiences, working point of electrical drive in WR should not

be higher than 40% of its maximal output torque at room tempera-

ture, to ensure that window closing can be fulfilled at all temperature
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condition, from −40◦C to 80◦C. At 80◦C, speed–torque curve of drive

becomes steeper, no–load speed increases for about 20% to 30% and

maximal torque decreases for about 30%. Load to drive decreases, be-

cause friction between door frame and glass becomes less. At −40◦C,

speed-torque curve becomes flat, shown in Fig. 5.5. Meanwhile, seal-

ing friction increases greatly, as rubber turns harder. Efficiency of WR

mechanics becomes less, since bowden friction increases at low temper-

ature. As a result, working point of electrical drive shifts to right in

Fig. 5.5. In this case, drive speed is much lower than the speed at room

temperature. As a result, there is risk that closing window may not be

fulfilled. To make sure that working point is lower than 40%, it is then

important to estimate load to drive, which is the friction from sealing

and mechanism during lifting.

Figure 5.5: Working point of electrical drive
x-axis: Torque; y-axis: Velocity and current

Fig. 5.6 is the measurement of sealing friction force. The force sensor

was attached to lower edge of glass, where glass is clipped into slider of

WR, and measured force during glass was lifted, with electrical drive
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detached and mechanism moving along. The three-time measurement

shows that two measurement coincide each other well. The measure-

ment, which has lower force, is resulted from the rotation of glass during

lifting. With such measurement, friction force between glass and sealing

can be estimated by subtracting gravity of glass and loss in mechanism.

In the shown case, glass mass is around 2.55 kg, so gravity is about 25N.

Loss in mechanism is constant and friction of slider on rail is the major

component for it. Here, the slider friction is about 15N and complete

frictional loss in mechanism is about 20N. Then, sealing friction at

bottom is about 15N and at top it is about 40N. The force sensor used

in this measurement has a tolerance of ±10N.

Figure 5.6: Load from door
x-axis: Glass position; y-axis: Force to lift glass

To increase credit, driving torque at cable drum is measured, shown in

Fig.. 5.7. The measurement is prepared in the manner that electrical

drive is replaced by torque handle. The handle was rotated by hand to

lift up WR. During lifting, sensors in handle recorded angle and torque.

The result is more trustable, because it is more close to the working

situation of WR and electrical drive. Furthermore, the resolution of

torque is 1mNm. In Fig. 5.7, it is seen that torque at bottom is
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around 1.4Nm and torque at top is around 2.5Nm at room temperature.

2.5Nm is taken as driving load for selection of electrical drive. The

torque from this measurement can be converted into force with cable

drum diameter. In this case, diameter is 44mm. With the same method

above, sealing friction can be estimated, at bottom it is about 15N and

at top about 65N.

Figure 5.7: Driving torque during lifting
x-axis: Angle of cable drum; y-axis: Torque

An electrical drive with 8.5Nm maximal torque is appropriate for the

WR in the measurement above. The 40% boundary of this drive is

3.4Nm, which is around 1Nm away from 2.5Nm. However, the worst

case has to be considered. Electrical drive has a wide tolerance band.

Its maximal torque at room temperature can be 15% different from the

nominal value, then maximal torque can have a low value of 7.2Nm.

40% of the low value is around 2.9Nm, which is still safe to be used.

The wide tolerance band is a result of production process, which has

often a normal distribution. Under this distribution, the number of

motors, which is close to the low value of torque, is limited.

Above, a complete procedure of selecting drive with consideration of

load is presented. With reliable information of friction losses in door
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and mechanism, power class of drive can be accurately chosen. Friction

force, as shown above, can be obtained from measurements, which is

the most direct method. In real development and applications of WRs,

engineers are mostly customer oriented and they have already imagi-

nation about the range of friction losses for carry-over design or design

with few changes. Measurement can be saved for these cases. Measure-

ment is still necessary in case of complete new design. but it does not

occur in a higher frequency. With simulations, lots of measurements

can be saved and proper drive can also selected. Engineers, at the same

time users of simulations, can create a WR in computer, config the

friction in door, select desired WR mechanism, in which sliding friction

and friction of bowden and pulley should be conFig.d, and then test

drive with different power classes. A proper drive can be chosen with

consideration of this 40% boundary and also other conditions.

If electrical drive is built into WR system, there are not so many good

possibility to measure friction forces and driving torque. However, one

can measure current and rotational speed of drive during stroke through

electronic system as an indirect way to check the performance of drive.

With measured working current and speed, working value of drive load

can be determined through drive characteristic lines. With the method

mentioned above in this section, an electrical drive with nominal torque

8.5Nm is selected to be mounted in the WR system, the door friction

force and driving torque of which were measured and shown above. The

simulation model of this drive family can be created with the method

stated in section 4.1. For a single drive, its characteristic lines can be

measured and its parameter set can be calculated and then created for

single application.

With selected drivel, the real WR system is built up. Measurement of

drive current and rotational speed was carried out during lifting glass

from being completely open to being completely closed. The result is

shown in Fig. 5.8. The same process is simulated and the result is

presented in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Measurement of drive current and speed during lifting
x-axis:Time; y-axis: Rotational speed and motor current

The measurement on system shows that the drive speed and current

are each about 72 rpm and 2.5A, when glass is at bottom, while speed

and current are each about 63 rpm and 4A, when glass was about to go

into sealing. The simulation shows little differences in speed and current

in comparison with real measurement. Meanwhile, simulation supplied

information of torque course during lifting, which is also comparable to

the measurement in Fig. 5.7. Such comparison provides an examination

to the capability of using simulation as an supporting tool in choosing

power class of electrical drive in development of WR systems.

In practices of simulations, information regarding components are stored

in library. These information are either from measurements or from ex-

periences. Components are also separated into two catalogs, one is

standardized components, for example a family of drive, the other is

single component for special case, for example a particular drive. At

early phase of development, users build up simulation with existing

components. The possibility is provided for them to modify parame-

ters so as to reach the reasonable states in simulation, since users are

mostly customer oriented. As the development of WR goes further,

more information regarding system design are available, for example
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of prototype or series product. Parameters can then be improved so

that component and system behavior are closed to reality. And such

improvement is then a basis for the future applications of simulations

and developments. In this sense, library of simulation components is

“living”. It grows as being used in practices and becomes more robust

as more applications.

Figure 5.9: Simulation of drive current and speed of stroke

5.3.2 Examination of anti–pinch function in early

phase

While electrical drive fulfills that working torque should be lower than

40% of its maximal torque, it has still the rest 60% torque, which is used

to close window glass firmly. For example of a 12Nm drive in WR with

40mm drum diameter, closing force of glass is (12×60%)/0.02 = 400N.

Such force is enough to injure severely body of an adult or get a child
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killed, when there is no anti–pinch function available in power WR sys-

tem. Therefore, it is important to have anti–pinch function correctly

developed and checked in an early phase and later its robustness ex-

amined. Simulation models developed in this work provide aids in this

aspect.

The trust of simulation increases, when simulation result is compared

to measurement, the differences are in accepted range and the differ-

ences have reasonable explanations. To improve the credit of simulating

anti-pinch function, pinch forces under driving voltage of 9V, 13V and

16V are compared between real measurements and simulations. The

WR system is the same as the one in the last section. So, simulation

models are well parametrized. The pinch forces in system are measured

at the position of 40mm below the lower edge of top door frame. The

pinch position is in the middle of the two pillars. The physical mea-

surements have to be performed separately, because driving voltage has

to be adjusted every time after one measurement. The measurement

result of pinch force in real system is shown in Fig. 5.10.

With parametrized models, anti-pinch function can be tested under

different voltage in one simulation, which is realized through configu-

rating control sequence. As shown in Fig.. 5.11, WR went through

firstly normalization process and then into process of three anti-pinch

events under designated voltage sequence. The forces of simulation are

each 54.4N, 58.7N and 61.6N. If the resolution of force measuring

gauge, about 0.5N, is considered, results of simulation are close to real

measurement. The more such kind of comparison is conducted, the

more trust users can put on simulations. The precondition of compari-

son is the availability and quality of information to parametrize models,

such as electrical drive, mechanism, door and so on.

For particular investigation of system behavior, effort can be spent on

searching for accurate parameters for simulations. For general purpose,

simulation of anti-pinch function serves as a tool for engineers to foresee

the functionality of anti-pinch functions. During the concept phase, in-
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Figure 5.10: Measurement of pinch force under 9V, 13V and 16V

formation regarding customer door is limited, design of WR mechanism

is on sketch and selection of electrical drive is ongoing. However, engi-

neers want to know amplitude of pinch force, so as to optimize design

easily. Simulation fills the gap. As the development goes further and

further, more information is available and more robust simulation can

be built.

5.3.3 Investigation of design parameters

Simulation of WR system can be used to investigate the influence of

design parameters, to see what kind of outcome each parameter can

bring to system and how much. Simulation can bring result in short

time and the cost is low, in comparison with prototype. Here, an exam-

ple is demonstrated with cable drum. Cable drum is the component to

convert rotational movement and torque into translational movement

and force. The conversion ratio is its diameter, which has influence on

pinch force, shown in Fig.. 5.12. As diameter of drum decreases from
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of anti-pinch event under 9V, 13V and 16V

48mm to 44mm, pinch force increases. An simplified explanation is

that increased drum diameter needs less pinch force to get enough ad-

ditional torque, which produces speed drop in drive to trigger anti-pinch

function. More accurately, it involves the calculation of force chain in

WR mechanism.

From another side, car manufacturers have requirements to WR sys-

tems. One of them is the stroke time. Diameter of drum has influence

on the feeling, whether glass is lifted up too slow or too fast. Engineers

can make use of WR system to probe different drum diameter and select

proper ones. Furthermore, drum diameter effects also its revolutions,

under the fixed lifting stroke. The number of revolutions determines

then the numbers of cable winding and the thickness of drum.
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Figure 5.12: Simulations with drum diameter 44mm, 46mm, 48mm

Table 5.1 shows stroke time and drum revolution simulated with several

drum diameters. All the parameters can be investigated and its influ-

ence can be quantified, for example, inertia of motor armature, friction

losses in mechanism and friction in door. The content of investigation

can be different from each other, but principle is the same. Another

application of simulation can be virtual tuning of software parameters

and experimentation of new software functions, since parameter and

function changing in computer environment are easy to execute. In

summary, simulation of WR system or its components provides possi-

bility for investigation and examination of system behavior.

Table 5.1: Influence of drum diameter

Drum diameter (mm) Stroke time (s) Drum revolutions
40 3.35 3.20
42 3.22 3.04
44 3.11 2.90
46 3.00 2.77
48 2.91 2.65
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Chapter 6

Summary and outlook

WR systems are mechatronic systems, because, during operation, inter-

nal interactions are between mechanical, electrical and electronic com-

ponents. To have a better understanding of these interactions and also

system behavior, WR systems are modeled with method of system sim-

ulation in uniformed modeling language, VHDL-AMS. Advantages are

• Design of interfaces between component models does not cost

much effort. It follows the natural connections.

• Structure of model library is simple and maintenance is easy.

Modeling WR systems is based on modeling its components. And com-

ponent modeling relies on models of sub components. The separation

of macro components accords with component functions and features.

The electrical and electronic components in the systemWR are drive,

electronic hardware, switch and so on. Mechanical components are WR

mechanism, door and so on. Each component of these is modeled either

directly or on the basis of models of sub components, depending on the

complexity of components and function separation. For instance, model

electrical drive is an assembly of models of sub components, models of

DCPM motor, worm gear and rubber damper. Rail WR mechanism

is modeled by integrating models of cable drum, compressing spring,

bowden cable, pulley, rail slider and so on.
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It is not limited that these component models are used only for purpose

of simulating WRs. With adapting, they can be utilized in simulating

other products. Furthermore, when the focus of investigation is placed

on the behavior of components or it is about to study a special case of

component, component models are handy and helpful.

Since the objectives of this work is to bring improved understandings of

system and component behavior, most of component models are created

based on their physical principles. Some are modeled by describing their

behavior. For example, it is illustrated in modeling rail slider. Due

to the complicated geometry and mounting situation, friction between

slider and rail is represented by a single parameter. It is identified with

designated measurements. Another example is sealing friction, principle

is clear but glass geometry is not considered. Therefore, piecewise linear

model is used.

What is achieved in this work? Without losing focus on systems, major

part of components are studied, described and modeled in this work.

• Electrical and mechanical behavior of drive are considered in mod-

eling. Its parametrization relies on measurement of characteristic

lines. In this work, a method is developed to determine power

transmission efficiency of worm gear. It is achieved by comparing

characteristic lines of DCPM motor and drive.

• Most components of mechanism are modeled by describing me-

chanical processes, with focus on frictional losses. It is well known

that it is difficult to determine an accurate value of dry friction co-

efficient, since it depends on lots of factors, such as, temperature,

lubrication, materials and so on. In models, friction coefficients

are mostly from the measurements, which imitate actual working

situation of components in WRs. In this way, credit is increased

on parameters.

• Modeling of electronic functions is restricted to describe simple

operation control and anti–pinch functions. These functions are

the basis for other variants of electronic components in reality.
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And real electronic components may have function to communi-

cate with other parts in car and control other components, like

door mirror. These function are not focus of this work. There-

fore, models of hardware and software are kept simple and do not

have many variants. Although simple, it has the same anti–pinch

algorithms and parameters as in real software. It enables that

engineers test anti–pinch functions and tune parameters in early

phase of product developments.

• In applications, simulation of complete WR system serves as an

aiding tool to improve understanding of system behaviors. Con-

cretely, it is useful to study influence of design parameters. There

design parameters can be a mechanical dimension, friction in door

and so on.

• The options and freedom are provided for users of simulations

to explore new applications and usefulness of WR system and

component simulations.

Modeling and simulation are living processes. Models are always under

improvements, with purpose of being more robust and being more close

to reality.

• From one side, it is pursed that models are to cover up more

natures, which are at the moment mainly electrics, mechanics

and electronics.

• From another side, it is hoped that models and simulations can

better predicate system behaviors.

However, a prerequisite to achieve the points above is a clear objective.

The following points are still open further investigation.

1. Influence of ambient temperature

The background is that WR systems are required to be feasible at

temperature from −30◦C to 80◦C. The system behavior at −30◦C is

different from at 20◦C and 80◦C. It is resulted by the fact that charac-
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teristics of electrical drive and friction at different locations in system

change. To bring temperature effect in simulation of WR, influence on

each property has to be studied. For example, resistance of electrical

drive changes along with temperature and, as a consequence, motor

constants, ke and kt, vary accordingly. In the end, such changes are

reflected on drive characteristic lines. Sealing is also strongly effected

by temperature. Rubber at low temperature becomes hard and brings

more frictions. As a result, drive consumes more current and speed is

lower.

2. Condideration of certain geometrical information

Certain geometrical information has effects on system behavior. There-

fore, to promote models and simulations to a higher level, certain dimen-

sion should be taken into account. For instance, pinching force varies

when horizontal pinching position shifts between two pillars. With an

example of single rail WR, when pinch event takes place just above

slider, pinching force has a normal value. When pinch event occurs

close to pillar, force may increase because of glass tilting. As to the

question how much the increase of friction is, it is necessary to intro-

duce horizontal pinch position and glass dimension in modeling. These

information may not be directly included into models, because it deals

with geometrical calculations and it can burden simulation speed. They

can be processed in a pre–step, supplied to models and then simulations

with simplified values.

3. Collaboration with other component simulations

System simulation of WRs can be further strengthened by collabora-

tion with other component simulations. Surely, component simulations

can not provide an overview of system behaviors. However, component

simulations have a better view of dominating factors, which influence

component most. Some of these factors can have also strong effects on

systems. By making use of component simulations, it saves effort and

time to search for significant parameters of components. Parametriza-

tion of component models becomes easier when result and experiences

from components simulations are available. For example, stiffness of
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mechanism is made of stiffness of all its components. Proposed in this

work, it can be experimentally measured. With existing 3D models,

mechanism can be simulated with finite–element method. With consid-

eration of influence of all components, system stiffness can be evaluated

in finite–element simulation. It can then be an input parameter for sys-

tem simulations. It does not only save the parametrization effort but

also increase the robustness and credit of system simulations.
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Appendix A

Content and structure

of models in modeling

language VHDL –

Model of DCPM motor

as an example

The buildup of models in VHDL consists mainly of two parts. The first

part is the entity declaration. The second part is architecture of the

declared entity. In entity delaration, model name, its interfaces to other

models and parameters are defined. One model, or one entity, can have

several architectures. One architecture is one realization of a model.

Depending on objects, the realization can be description of behavior,

physical principles or processes, integration of other components and so

on. Here, model of DCPM motor is provided as an example.

l ibrary IEEE ;

use IEEE .MATHREAL. a l l ;

use IEEE .ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.ALL;

use IEEE .MECHANICAL SYSTEMS.ALL;
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At the beginning of model, library and packages are imported.

entity dcpm motor i s

generic (

ke : r e a l := 21 .7 e−03;

kt : r e a l := 15 .0 e−03;

l aa : r e a l := 0 .09 e−03;

ra : r e a l := 0 . 5 7 ;

j : r e a l := 9 .85 e−06;

IA0 : REAL := 0 . 0 ;

rad armature0 : REAL := 0 . 0 ;

ve l a rmature radps0 : REAL := 0 . 0 ) ;

port (

t e rmina l plus , minus : e l e c t r i c a l ;

t e rmina l armature : r o t a t i o n a l ) ;

end entity dcpm motor ;

Model is declared as an entity.

Clause “generic” declares parameters of model.

Clause “port” declares pins and its natures.

architecture s imple of dcpm motor i s

quant i ty ua ac r o s s i a through plus to minus ;

quant i ty rad armature a c r o s s t rq armature through

armature ;

constant N2W : REAL := 2 .0 ∗ MATH PI / 6 0 . 0 ;

constant W2N : REAL := 60 .0 / ( 2 . 0 ∗ MATH PI) ;

quant i ty ve l a rmature radps : REAL;

quant i ty vel armature rpm : REAL;

quant i ty acc armature radpss : r e a l ;

quant i ty IA DOT : REAL;

quant i ty powe r i np e l e c : r e a l :=0 . 0 ;

quant i ty power outp mech : r e a l :=0 . 0 ;

quant i ty dcpm motor ef f : r e a l := 0 . 0 ;
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Realization of model is started with “architecture”. At the beginning

of architecture, associated across and through variables, necessary con-

stants, useful quantities for calculation and later analysis are defined.

begin

UA == RA ∗ IA + Laa ∗ IA DOT + Ke∗
ve l a rmature radps ;

kt∗ i a == j ∗ acc armature radpss + trq armature

;

i f DOMAIN = QUIESCENT DOMAIN and rad armature0 /=

REAL’LOW use

rad armature == rad armature0 ;

else

rad armature ’DOT == ve l a rmature radps ;

end use ;

i f DOMAIN = QUIESCENT DOMAIN and

ve l a rmature radps0 /= REAL’LOW use

ve l a rmature radps == ve l a rmature radps0 ;

else

acc armature radpss == ve l armature radps ’

DOT;

end use ;

i f DOMAIN = QUIESCENT DOMAIN and IA0 /= REAL’LOw

use

IA == IA0 ;

else

IA ’DOT == IA DOT;

end use ;

ve l armature rpm == ve l a rmature radps ∗ W2N;

powe r i np e l e c == IA ∗ UA;

power outp mech == ve l a rmature radps ∗
t rq armature ;

dcpm motor ef f == power outp mech /

powe r i np e l e c ;
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end architecture s imple ;

Realization of model is achieved with Eqs. and restricting conditions.

Model of DCPM motor is built up with the four parts above. Other

models are created in the same structure.
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Appendix B

Comparison of

parameter identification

methods for model of

DCPM motor

One source of motor data is the component specification. As a tech-

nical and qualitative control of components, car manufacturers require

component data sheet according to defined specifications during prod-

uct development processes. The specification requests component data

from various aspects, for example, electrical, mechanical, chemical, cli-

matic requirements and component related characteristics. From these

requirements, it is possible to extract characteristic values. The advan-

tage of component specification as parameter source is

1. Data is formalized in database or spreadsheet

2. Time-saving in searching

However, such convenience is based on the precondition, that the com-

ponent specification and data sheet are available for a wide range of

motors. In industry, the situation depends on car manufacturers, some
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request motor data sheet, while others do not. A second problem is

the credit on data sheets. Component suppliers, system suppliers and

car manufacturers may not have the same understanding on the same

parameters and the methods to define and identify values of these pa-

rameters may be also different. The comparison of calculation result

with values from data sheet and measurement result may have an unex-

plainable difference. It is not seldom that the industrial measurements

do not have enough precision for scientific purpose.

Kleis [104] described DCPM motor in two Eqs. B.1 and gave a brief

explanation of parameter identification method. The Eq. of electrical

characteristic from Mr. Kleis is the same as in this work, see in Eq.

B.1a and Eq. 4.1a. In the mechanical description, the part of Coulomb

friction, static friction, is neglected in Eq. B.1b, compared with Eq.

4.1b.

Ua = ke · ωa +Ra · ia + La · ia
t

(B.1a)

kt · ia = V isc · ωa + Ja · d

dt
ωa +Mla (B.1b)

With static tests, it is possible to measure current and rotational ve-

locity under no-load and stall conditions, so as to obtain values of i0,

no-load current, ωa0, no-load velocity, ib, stall(block) current and Mb,

stall torque. Because of static tests, the effects of inductor and inertia

are zero. By applying the no–load and stall values into Eq. B.1, the

four unknown parameters are calculated by the Eq. B.2.

ke =
Ua −Ra · Ia

ωa0
(B.2a)

Ra =
Ua

IB
(B.2b)

kt =
MB

IB
(B.2c)

V isc = kt · I0
ωa0

(B.2d)
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The calculation of motor parameter is well known in textbook[105].

Internal friction loss of motor is only viscous friction. Calculation of

parameter, ke, is based on the assumption that the performance curves

are completely linear and the influence from La
d
dtIa and J d

dtωa is ne-

glected. In calculation of kt, I0 is neglected. With known measurements

under no–load and stall conditions, this method is quick to use. How-

ever, the quality of this method is not evaluated through verification

and validation of parameter values and mathematical model.

The third method of parameter identification is a tool from Saber R©

Synopsys R©. The full name of the tool is “The DCPM Motor Tool”.

The tool is coupled with Saber R© simulator and its motor model, dc pm2.

The DC Eq. in dc pm2 model are the following.

Ua =Ra · Ia + ke · ωa + Vb (B.3a)

Ja · d

dt
ωa =kt · ia −Md −DZi · abs(ωa)−Ml (B.3b)

To characterize, it needs a list of parameters ,see in Tab. B.1. Along

with the list of parameters, a number of laboratory measurements meth-

ods are suggested for determining values of critical parameters, such as

armature resistance, winding inductance, ke, kt, brush drop, motor in-

ertia, friction and damping. Besides voltage source and current meter,

equipments like current source, pulse generator, torque transducer and

rotational speed meter, are required to carry out these measurements.

The accuracy of conventional multimeter may not be satisfactory, be-

cause some of motor parameters require Milli or even micro resolution.

The procurement of suitable equipments may bring additional cost. To

improve the reliability of parameter values, measurements should re-

peated at several armature positions and at several motors. Analysis

of measurement data are necessary. Average value should be found out

and later taken as parameters. The tool and laboratory methods pro-

posed by Saber R© are well formed. With them, parameter quality can

be improved. But it costs, at the same time, relatively more effort.
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Table B.1: Parameters of Saber R© tool

Parameter Definition
ra armature winding resistance
La armature winding inductance
ke Back EMF constant
kt Torque constant
sft static friction torque loss
dft dynamic friction torque loss
rcw compensating winding resistance
lcw compensating winding inductance
dzi viscous motor damping constant
Ja motor inertia
bd brush drop voltage
ibd brush drop leakage current
p number of poles

Another example of DCPM motor modeling and parameter identifica-

tion is from teaching material in university 1. In the teaching material,

DCPM motor is described by the following Eq. B.4.

V =I ·R +Kv · ω (B.4a)

T =Km · I (B.4b)

If the Eqs. above are expressed in SI UNITS, Kv and Km are equal,

ω =

(
V

K

)
−

(
R

K2

)
T (B.5a)

V : voltage

R : winding resistance

T : total torque acting on rotor of motor

Under the condition that V , K and R are time constant, it reveals

that speed of rotor is a linear function of torque applied on it. Despite

of the fact that the model is easy to understand, the limitations of

this motor model are also stated clearly in the teaching material. The

1Characteristics of DC Motors, Prof. Bundbar P. Birnie, Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, Rutgers University
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torque on motor is lumped into one term, which includes output torque

and internal friction losses. Inductance and inertia are assumed to be

zero. For a practical usage, more information is required for motor

characteristics.

Identification can be achieved within less time and effort, if component

specification and data sheet are available. One of the drawbacks of it

is that definition of the same parameters may differ between suppliers

and customers. The other three methods describe DCPM motor with

electrical and mechanical characteristic Eqs. at different complexity.

The number of involved parameters increases as complexity increases

in Eqs.. Based on the need of precision, methods of parameter identifi-

cation have to be developed correspondingly. Verification and validation

are necessary to prove the reliability of parameters and to increase the

credit on models. However, it always depends on in which detailed de-

gree models are required. By comparing several methods above, it is

concluded that requirement determines ways to model DCPM motor,

to develop parameter identification methods and to verify and validate.

For the purpose to give collage student an simple introduction of prin-

ciple, a highly simplified model is enough and it is not necessary to

compare with real measurements. If the motor is used as actuator in

high precision machine, effort should be paid to identification proce-

dures of each single parameter.

The effort of parameter identification with the method in this work

is less, comparing with the laboratory methods of Saber R©. The Fig.

B.1 is the summary of working hours for the two methods. Laboratory

methods cost 33 working hour to measure 10 motors and determine

parameters after analysis, regardless of the fact that two measurements

can not be conducted because of lacking of equipments. Performance

curve measurements of 10 motors takes 50 minutes and post analysis

takes another 1 hour, which is all together less than 2 hour for 10 motors.

Probably, Saber R© methods can help find out more accurate parameters

and therefore a better fitting to measurements can be produced. It can

be assumed that fitting is improved 10% better. However, the effort
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used in the former method is more than 10 times of the latter one. It

is not to deny the usefulness of Saber R© method. If there is a strong

request to investigate deeper in the topic of motor, the method will

play an important role. Under the current situation, the method used

in this work is already enough to reveal the behaviors of DCPM motor.
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